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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
In an address to his cabinet on August 25, 1965, President

Lyndon B. Johnson announced a revolutionary system of planning ard
programming and budgeting throughout the Federal Government "• • •

so that through the tools of modern management the full promise of
a finer lif� can be brought . to every American at the lowest possi

ble cost."

The tools of modern management to which the former

President referred are those employed within the Planning-Program

ming-Budgeting System (PPBS) process. 1 Recently, in seeking solu
tions to urban problems, urban planners also have focused their
attention on these tools of modern management.
Amelioration of urban problems involves the allocation of
limited resources among competing facilities and services within
the boundary of a given entity.

This allocation process has become

increasingly complex--with complexity o� a two-fold nature.

First,

the difficulties encountered by cities in financing the rising

demand for public facilities arx:1 services havahighlighted the area

of fiscal policy.

Second, a shift in emphasis from private services

to public services has required additional managerial capability. ,
1The term Planning-Programming-Budgeting System (PPBS) and·
other terms originating in the development of modern management
theory, am.employed within this· thesis, are defined ii:>, detail. in
Appendix B, Glossary of Terms.
1

,

• :

Ii
, lh

2.
Managerial ca�bility, then, is a basic factor involved in the
2
.
functioning of urban_ governments.

Systems concepts have been applied in manage�nt as a means
of extending ma.nageria.l ca ?i-bill ty.

:'• .. :

..

Cleland and King state:

The systems concept or viewpoint is a simple recognition
that any organization is a system made up of segments, each
of which ha.s its own goals. The manager realizes -that he can
achieve the overall goals of the organization·only by viewing
the entire system and seeking to understand and measure the
interrelationships and to integrate them in a fashion whi h
enables the organization to effectively pursue its goals.

3

By using the systems approach as a base, this study proposes
descriptive models to assist the urban planner to more effectively
allocate resources.

The primary model will utilize Program

Evaluation Review Technique (PERT) and the Critical Path Method
4
(CPM) •
2one definition of management is "the accomplishment of
desired objectives by establishing an environment favorable to
performance by people operating in organized groups." The man
agement process can be described. by identifying the functions of
management which are generally regarded as planning, organizing,
coordinating, communicating, directing,.and controlling. See
Harold Koontz arrl Cyril O'Donnell, Principles of Management (New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1964), p. 1.
3navid I. Cleland and William R. King, Systems Analysis
.
and Project Management (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1968),
P• 11.

4Both Program Evaluation Review Technique (PERT) arxi the
Critical Path Method (CPM) are planning and control tools which
utilize a graphic display (network). The characteristics of each
will be described in detail in the methodology section. Hereafter,
only the term "PERT" will be used as the distinction between the.,
two techniques has all but disappeared.

3
BACKGROUND AND NATURE OF THE PROBIEM
The emphasis in urban planning in the United States has
In the early 1900's urban

changed �ver the course of history.

.planning stressed the "city beautiful" concept wherein the disci
plines of architecture and civil engineering were of paramount
importance.

City planning commissions were organized to formulate
,-

master plans which would project the environment a city would take
some twenty to thirty years into the future.

As the needs of the

city grew, and more stringent budget limitations were imposed,
other disciplines gained in stature.
In addition to architecture and civil engineering, the
disciplines of economics, sociology, am political science have
become increasingly important.

At the heart of all these divergent

fields is the discipline of management which seeks to integrate all
of these activities.
The implications for management in urban planning have
become increasingly important.

.. •

• • what is needed is not so

much a plan but a planning process.''' One school of thought advo
cates the long-range planning approach by suggesting the presenta
tion of a conmnmity's plans in an urban general plan document.
5James Q. Wilson (ed.) , Urban Renewal I The Record and the
Controversy (Cambridge, Massachusetts a The M. I. T. Press, 1966),
P• 439.

4
The urban general plan is an official statement of a
municipal legislative body which sets forth its major policies
-concerning the desirable future physical developments the pub
lished general plan document must.include a single, unified
general physical design·for the community, and it,must attempt
to clarify the relationships be�ween physical develo:µnent policies and social economic goals.
The urban general pla.n, or city master plan as it frequently is
designated, often exhibits serious deficiencies be.cause of its
· generalized nature.

The urban general pla1,1 cannot cope effectively

with medium-range and short-range planning problems.

Hence,

some

other planning process must be devised to alleviate this deficiency.
Urban comprehensive plans denote an all-inclusive approach·
to the planning process for urban entities.

This approach is

employed primari:cy for the short-range an:i medium-range time period.
The significant difference between the urban general plan and the
urban comprehensive plan is not

in

scope but

general plan establishes the guidelines.

in

method.

The .urban

The urban comprehensive

plan implements the guidelines previously established.

In any case ,

tutuz:-e plans must be updated continually in light of additionai
knowledge gained from pa.st experience.
STATEMENr OF THE PROBIEM
A problem is defined as the gap between that which exists
and that which is desired.

In the majority of urban.areas there is

-6T. F. Kent Jr., The Urban General Plan (San Francisco,
Californias Chandler Publishing Company, 1964), P• 18.

,,.

I H,

5
� gap between the desired level a:rrl the existing level of both
physical developnent and available public services. By narrowing
.
this gap, urban governments may more effectively fulfill their
commitment.

The absence of a methodological planning framework

to cope with this problem is the central theme of this study.

JUSTIFICATION OF RESEARCH ENDEAVOR
The efficient functioning of large entities involves recur
ring problem solution.
acquisition problem.

First, cities are confronted with a revenue
Cities must cope with a continually eroding

tax base while the demand for facilities arrl services spirals
upward.

Several alternatives, singly or in combination, are avail

able, e.g., increase the tax rate or broaden the tax base.

Value

judgments and positions concerning the desirability of any selected
course of action may vary.

Secom, the identification of alterna

tives arrl the establishment of priorities are prerequisites for
effeative urban resource allocation.

�th problems, then, accentu

ate the need for an improved urban planning process.
The developnent of new techniques as well as the adaptation
of proven techniques to the solution of urban problems have impor

tant impact.

The application of PERT and similar network techniques

to the urban planning process for resource allocation has been
advanced as feasible.
· we list below a few areas in which urban planners badly
need theoretical guidance, or in which apparent relevant theory
developed in other contexts needs adaptation to urban planning.

b

•••adaptations of PERT and similar methods of project
scheduling to the scale of neighborhoo� renewal and construction of networks of public facilities. 1
.
..
1

A search of available literature in this area reveals at least one
instance where this technique has been used to formulate an urban
planning program. 8.

The planning program for the Denver region. views the urban

complex as an entity consisting of separat«;t parts.

However.,_ the

conceptualization of interrelationships in the Denver model is

questioned in this study,
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
The objectives of this study ares
1,.

to develop a conceptual planning model for urban com

prehensive pl&nning �sed upon the sy§tems concept,
2.

to demonstrate the feasibility of utilizing PERT tech

niques in the developnent of comprehensive plans for urban resource
allo�tion,
3.

to demonstrate the feasibility of the Linear Responsi

bility Cha.rt (I.RC) as a means of assuring activity assignment, an:i

7rra s. Lowry, Recommendations for Research in Su
rt of
Federal Urban Programs Santa Monica, California s The Rani Corpora- ·
tion, 1968), P•25.
· Denver Region Denver, Colorados Denver Regional
ments, December, 1968), Report Number 6808.

am in the
of Govern-

7
4.

to indicate the relationship of PERT to PPB systems in

· urban planning.
RE SEARCH QUE STIONS DIRECTING THE STUDY
lesearch questi
pr

s .

·er than hypotheses are more appro

te for this investigation because of the desc�iptive nature

of the study. · The use of a hypothesis req�ires eventual testing
and estimation of some facet of a tentative statement.

''Research

questions are quite simply the guiding light for research in areas
where there is not sufficient information from which to draw
hypotheses. "9
The following research questions direct this in:iuiry.
First, are the current lists of planning elements and their con

ceptualization as descriptive models reliable and transferable for

all cities?

Second, how can systems analysis techniques

be

utilized

to determine the significant interrelationships among urban sub
syst�ms?

Third, are PERT techniques amenable to the planning

and

control of the development of comprehensive plans for urban resource
allocation? Fourth, can the Linear Responsibility Chart (LRC) be
employed in conjunction with the PERT technique to increase effec
tiveness in the developnent of urban comprehensive plans?
9Rodney E. Evans, Fl.ll'Xiamentals of Logistics Re.search
(Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohios Air University, Air Force Institute
of Technology, School of Systems and Logistics, December, 1968),
P• 58.

. a·
METHODOLOOY
This research undertaking is descriptive in nature, i.e. ,
it seeks to determine the feasibility of utilizing PERT and the
L inea:r

espo , ..... b.iJ .t 1

••

LRC) as a means of extending urban

planning technology.
The.descriptive study often is not accorded its

due merit.

The fundamental value of the descriptive approach is inherent in
the problem-solving process.

Before analytical operations are

performed on a specific problem, the investigator initially must
describe the subject of the research.

Herein lies the value of the

descriptive research technique.
A brief discussion·of the procedures used in this study
will be undertaken to give the reader some indication of the
methodology employed in this descriptive process.
Initially, a list of urban comprehensive planning elements
must be generated to develop a conceptual planning model.

The

planning elements used to design a model of an urban system can be
depicted as a series of flow charts.

In this study, the· flow charts

of the model will be analyzed to the fourth level of aggregation
where the subsystems at this level correspond to the comprehensive

planning elements previously generated. 10

10rhe fourth level of aggregation refers to the fourth tier
or level of a subsystem division. When activities are at a uniform
degree of detail, a flow chart will correspond to the designated
level of aggregation.

9

With the fundamental framework (system model) devised, a
PERT network can be formulated using a "planning for a plan"
approach.

In the urban planning context, this approach is somewhat

unconventional in tha.t an urban planner usually devises a plan and

then executes that plan, with the implicatj_on of a.n increase in the
quantity or quality of public facilities or services.

Here, the

goal is to attain a plan; in effect a planner is_ attempting to
devise a systematic process (a plan) for formulating a plan.

The

plan, in the final analysis·, becomes· a project.
Since this author's sole intention is to investi�ate the
, applicability of the "planning for a plan" approac;h at a conceptual
•:.

level, n� attempt will be made to verify it at the· operational

level.

Rather a hypothetical example will be formulated, using

siJTJ.ulated activities of a s

ected subsys em in this conceptual

model, to demonstrate how PERT can provide persons in an urban man
agerial cai:e,city with a tool for the more effective allocation of

resources.

PERT offers management a valuable tool in the planning of
activities to. accomplish a given project.

Control elements are

incorporated into the PERT technique to insure that the standard,
i. e. , the plan, is attained.

However, PERT does not indicate who

is charged with the responsibility for accomplishing a given task
1
or activity.

This study will propose thE!J I.RC as a feasible pro

cedure to rectify this inadequacy.

10
The application of PERT to urban comprehensive planning is
a relatively recent contribution to the solution of urban problems.
The PERT technique, originally developed within the Department o�
Defense, is an instrument
application.

of

management that has very real economic

PERT, however, is a technique usually not employed

by economists in problem-solving endeavors.
section (Chapter J) will

be

Therefore, a complete

devoted to an explanation of this

technique.

SCOPE OF THE STUDY
Once a system model of the urban entity has been designed,
several alternatives are available for PERT application that could
serve as appropriate research erdeavors.

The PERT methodology for

urban comprehensive pla.nning ea.n use a "pla.nning for a pla.n"
approach.

In most large planning processes there is a need to

acquire information relating to the developnent of plans for a
particular project (here, the project being the formulation of
urban comprehensive plans) .

The acquisition process for this infor

ms.tion should have some logical method for collection and analysis.
The PERT/Time technique, primarily a scheduling tool, can
as an effective method for this acquisition process.
stated, a hypothetical urban subsystem will

be

be

used

As previously

selected to verify

this contention.
To state that time is money is perhaps an oversimplification
as well as a cliche.

However, · this phrase precisely describes the

,tr
implications behind the PERT/Tjme technique.

There are various

economic implications, primarily involving opportunity costs, for
management's consideration regarding the employment of the PERT/Time
technique.

No attempt will be ma.de to establish a complex and

elaborate PERT/Time/Cost/Manpower system for the urban compr�hensive

planni� process.

Although preliminary research · indicates such a

system is feasible, many complex problems would arise when apply
ing this type of system_ outside of an operational.context.

Con

sequently, only a hypothetical model of a selected. subsystem will

be examined.

This examination will be at a conceptual level utiliz
11
ing only the PERT/Time technique.
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
Section one has been concerned with the introduction of
this research endeavor, i.e. , justification, problem definition,
objectives, research questions, methodology, and scope�

Section

two will descibe the nature of the urban complex, especially
cating the importance of comprehensive planning.

indi

Section three wµ.l

be devoted to a description of the FERT methodology.

Section four

will involve the application of PERT to urban resource allocati:on
as it applies in the urban planning process.

Finally, section five

will indicate the conclusions gleaned from the study as well as
- indicate the opportunities for future research within this area.
11Hereafter, the PERT/i+Jne technique will be referred to
simply as PERT.

Chapter 2

THE COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING.FRAMEWORK
Of the management functions perhaps the most basic and
perversive is planning, for it is this function that determines
the course of action of future events,

Planning qetermines what to

do, how to do it, who will do it, and managers have become increas
ingly aware of its importance, Managers are faced with a varie1:,y
of decisions regarding selection from among alternatives which
profoundly influence the success of future actions,
The function of planning may be classified in a number of
different ways,

"Planning may be classified as objectives, poli

cies, procedures, rules, budgets, programs, and. strategies,"1

Planning may be classified according to the prevailing time period.
under · consideration, e. g. , short-term, intermed�ate-term� and long

term,

Also planning may consider the function that it describes,�.

e,g. , project planning, physical planning, regional planning, etc.
.
.
The term "comprehensive planning" is used' to encompass all :
· of the foregoing because of its all-inclusive nature.
The words comprehensive planning symbolize in themselves
the two basic characteristics of the process: (a) integration
of parts, and (b) projection into the future • •• • But within
each organized activity the planning embodied at lower levels
culminates in a higher more inclusive, and final stage; this
culmination constitutes master planning for the particular
1Koontz and O'Donnell, op. cit. , P •
74,
.
12

13
activity. The term is employed here to emphasize conceptual
inclusiveness, the integration of diverse parts, the more com
plex forms of a�lysis and projection; and higher organizational
responsibility.
This chapter defines comprehensive planning and describes
its nature and importance in the planning of the urban complex.
Additionally, the following topics will be discussed, literature
review, the significance of urban comprehensive planning, and the
urban general plan.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Traditional city planning has emphasized zoning, land use,
and transportation.

This approach is quite distinct from that of

the sociologist who stresses which people will live where, what
influences �ople and groups, and other questions of a similar
nature.

The economist champions another approach that is concerned

with the selection of the optimum solution among the various alterna
tives within the urban complex.

These divergent viewpoints all have

· one element in commons to make the city a more desirable place to
live at the lowest cost.

Each field of endeavor has some measure

of knowledge to contribute toward the solution of urban problems.
"Planning the locational and physical aspects of our cities must

therfore be conducted in concert with planning for all other
2Melvin

c. Branch, Planning: Aspects and Applications
Yorks John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1966), P• 298.
243C1J

(New
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programs that governmental and non-governmental agencies conduct,"3
Comprehensive urban planning must be socio-economic in
nature when consideration is given to the physical factors within
a city.

Additionally, plans must be formulated for varying lengths

of time,

Three general time categories should be considered: (1)

the long-range, (2) the medium-range, and (J) the �hort-range,

• I

Although no exact figures can be given, most of .the literature in

this area indicates time periods of twenty, five, and one year
respectively.

Plans formulated for·the short-range tend to be very

specific while those of the long-range tend to be very general,

· 1 ·

,.

Significant progress has been made in urban comprehensive
.
planning in recent years. Plans for transportation,. land use,
housing, public work s and services, recreation, etc. , are receiving
the increasing attention of the urban planner,

"Not yet developed

however, are the quantitative techniques needed to provide a more
complete picture of the complex of interrelationships, which now

extend from social attitudes to specific engineering requirements. "4
To accomplish comprehensive planning, a great deal of diverse
information must be available and useable in decision-ma.king,

Cost

and benefits of alternative actions must be determined in adv�nce
3Bernard J. Frieden and Robert Morris (eds,) , Urban Planning
and Social Policy (New Yorks Basic Books, Inc,, Publishers, 1968),
P• 14,
4Branch, op, cit,, p. 141,

15
·before often erroneous and expensive decisions are made.

Techniques

of simulation e�ble the urban planner to simulate actions before
they occur.

These techniques allow the urban planner to formulate

models and to test their validity prior to their incorporation
into firm plans for the future.
· The problems facing the decision-maker have become increas
ingly complex.

Although management has become quite sophisticated

· since the time of Frederick Taylor and Henri Fayol, the need for

this sophistication, e. g. , scientific management, probably is due
to environment.

Management problems are not only more complex;

·but there are more of them.

Insight into problem areas has high

lighted problems which previously might not have been recognized.
In any case, insight into problem solution may be gained by looking

at specific problems from a different viewpoint.

A recent contri

bution into this insight is systems analysis.
"A system may be defined literally as an organized or com
plex whole; an assemblage or combination of things or parts form

ing a complex or unitary whole. "5

This viewpoint emphasizes all

of the tasks that are involved in the overall achievement of objec
tives within the organization.

For example, the sales department

within an organization may desire a large inventory so that products
are available to the oustcmer on a moment's notice.
5cleland and King, op. cit., P • 0.
1

The accounting

16
department may want to keep inventory at a minimum to lessen the
workload within the accounting department and. to refrain from tying
up the firm's working capital.

Thus what is best for the firm as

a·whole may not be what is best for a particular segment of the

firm. 6

To cope .with the inadequacies of traditional management

methods, both systems analysis and project management are valuable.
A project is some overall task which has a definable begin
ning and a definable end. It consists of a number of indepen
dent activities, all of which utilize resources, an� upon which
there are imposed internal and external conditions.
The basic elements of any project are operations, resources, and

management. · The operations portion tells us the things that people

do while resources are the things that people utilize.

For our

purposes there are five basic resources, (1) men, (2) money, (3)

material, (4) machines, and (5) time.

Tools of systems analysis used for planning and control

of large entities are numerous.

Computer simulation, management

games, cost-benefit analysis, network techniques, and many other
tools have proved useful in this area.

One such technique is PERT

which will be treated in the next chapter.

This technique · has been

applied to numerous projects including such diverse activities as
6The fallacy of composition is operative here. This fallacy ·
'·
states that what is true of a pa.rt is, on that account alone,
· alleged also to be true of the whole •
.7R. l,� Martino, Project Management (Wayne, Pennsylvania a • Management Development Institute, Inc • , Publications, 1968) ,· p •· 3.

.

17.
a professional football stadium and the development of a complex
weapon system, e •. g. , Polaris missile.

Literat�e �hich.encomI

passes many endeavors is abundant for this tool of modern man
agement.

THE SIGNIFIC

1

E OF URBAN COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING

The necessity for the efficient management of an urban
complex has been considered in detail.

Additionally, the necessity

for comprehensive plannipg arrl control has been shown to be a ·.

significant factor in the realization of community goals.

There

are other reasons completely separate from this innat� planning
process which indicate

the necessity for planning.

Recently, the Federal Government has been called u pon by
cities to earmark a portion of federal taxes to help relieve some
of the burden carried by cities.

These funds, however, have not

been donated to the cities without strings attached.

The Federal

Government has agreed to these grants-in-aid with various stipulations.

In some cases the Federal Government has released funds for

specific purposes, e. g. , interstate highways, slum clearance, etc.
�t 1n·most cases, cities have been called upon to justify the

expenditure of the fund s, a.s well as to submit appropriate and

workable plans for their disposition. The whole approach is based
upcn one concepts no plans--no money:

In one respect the cities

are faced with a ·problem of salesmanship.

They must ju-stif'y their

need for grants and show that these grants will be used in the most

18
effective manner through the use of systematic planning.

Historically, · the Federal Government's interest in urban

planning commenced around the turn of the century when large urban
areas began to form.

One of the first examples of federal legisla

tion in this area was the Standard City Planning Enabling Act of
1928.

This legislation served as a guide for communities to help

them plan for development.

The Standard City Planning Enabling Act, which is our best
present legal guide, mentions th.e location, character, and
extent of streets, waterfronts, parks, utilities, transportation,
among other things, as appropS iate subjects for consideration
in the making of a city plan.
This Act primarily dealt with the physical design of cities and
tended to ignore socio-economic considerations.

The major problem

was not the Act itself, but with the cities which tended to ignore
it entirely _or adopt it only on a piecemeal basis.
Most federal legislation centers around programs for urban
renewal rather than for urban planning as such.

However, planning

for these urban · renewal programs encomPa.,sses a great deal of city

planning.

Therefore, any federal aid for urban renewal must neces

sarily include aid to urban planning because of the close relation
ship between the two.

Moreover, federal highway programs concern

urban planning and , hence, must be considered in the developnent of
comprehensive plans.

8
Herbert L. Marx (ed. ) , Community Planning (New Yorks The
H. W. Wilson Compa ny , 19.56 ) , P• 74.

' •·
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A brief description of the achievements of federal urban

renewal pro grams in relation to urban planning can serve as a
guide in the solution of urban planning problems.

Some examples of

federal legislation where urban planning plays an important role
ares Civil Rights Act ( 1964) , Federal Housing Acts ( 1949 , 19.54,
1 956 , 1 959 ,

1961 , 1964) , Economic Opportunity Act, . Community Renewal

�ogram, General Neighborhood Renewal Plan, 'numerous Transportation
Acts, and the establishment of the Urban Renewal Administration.
Perhaps a slight diversion into some of the provisions of the

Federal· Housing Acts will serve to illustrate the importance of

urban comprehensive planning for a given city.

Title I of the Federal Housing ,Act of 1949 is the basic

federal urban renewal statute.
·} .

This �rticular portion of the

'. Act recommends a planning agency for each city wh�ch is empowered

to perform actions regarding land use, its acquisition, , holding·, · . ._ . : ·

arxi disposal for redevelopment, which includes the power of eminent
domain.

Some of the features of this Act are a
1.

federal loans or subsidies to communities for elimina

2.

proposals for a redevelopment plan to be in agreement

tion of slums ;

with the city ' s master plan ;

J.

comprehensive state enabling legislation for the author

4.

acquisition of land for redevelopment by local govern-

ization of land acquisit ion ;
ments ;

'

•. ,
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5.

use o f land independent of acquisition cost s to the

6.

repayments of federal advances a

7.

provision for public works s

community ;

8.

demolition and rebuilding ;

a connnunity initiation of long-range programs for
9
replanning and rebuilding.

9.

The 1949 Act authorized financial aid through the Housing and Home

Finance Administration to a local public administrator.

The grant

consisted of a payment by the Federal Government of two-thirds of
the cost of a redevelopment project.

The city would be responsible

for paying the remaining cost.
The Federal Housing Act of 1954 add�d several provisions
· to the previous Act.

A provision f
or private low cost housing for

families displaced by urban development programs also was established.
The Federal Housing Administration (FHA ) was established to provide
a special mortgage insurance program for families contemplating

p urchase · or a home.

Perhaps the most important provision in the

I,
, II

planning context is the establishment of the Workable Program
clause.

This is a connnunity plan of action for the overall prob

le m of the slums, substandard housing, and other . community
development problems.

Without an extensive planning process via the

Workable Program, a community is unlikely to obtain the funds it
9James Q. Wilson, op. cit. ,
· PP • 73-74.

,.
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needs from the Federal Government.
The Federal Government also has expressed an interest in
urban transportation planning .

A 1966 amendment to the Urban Mass

Tran sportation Act of 1964 states a

The Secretary i s authorized to make grants to states arxl
local public bodies and agencies thereof for . planning, engineer
ing, and design of urban mass tran sportation projects .- • • • A
grant under this section will be made in ac·co:r-dance with criteria . ·.
established by the Secretary and shall not exceed two-thirds of
' the c t of carrying out the activities for which the :grant i� ·
made. y a
• Another example of the Federal Government' s - interest in
· planning is the current Model Cities Program conceived by the
Johnson admini stration in 1966.

The Model Cities Program has cost

· the American taxpayer $2J million in three years with not one pro
gram for the 150 cities involved yet out of the planning stage.
The significance of the numerous federal aid programs to
cities indicates the Federal Government' s increa�ing intere st in
finding solutions to urban problems •. This interest i s exemplified
by the di sproportionate share the Government is willing to give to

cities to help them ·plan more effectively.

The result is that a

city must not only devi se effective comprehen sive plans for its

own sake , but, al so, as a prerequisite to obtain federal fund s.
I

.

-.

.

The Federal Government has e stablished a variety of guide-

lines and model s for cities· to follow in the quest for solutions to
1 0ueorge M. Smerk (ed. ), Readings in Urban Transportation
( Bloomington, Indiana & Irrliana University Press, 1968) � P • .321.
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_urban problems.

The Fe

---------

ral Government also has indicated tech-

niques which can prove valuable in urban planning.

The PPB system-,

used at the federal level , is becoming more and more popular with
some of the larger cities.

Many of these cities have adopted the

· Federal Government' s PPB system.
The basic characteristics of the current federal PPB sys. tem ares ( 1) That it is an instrument to help • ma na gement make
decisions; (2) T hat it seeks to integrate the decision pro
cesses used in separate functions of planning , of management ,
and of fiscal control; and ( 3) That it seeks to systematically
expand the view of management : farther into the future (to
anticipate problems) ; deeper into the problem (to clarify
objectives so that the process . of developing approaches to the
goal and alternatives can better be focused) s and broader into
the consideration of al t rrnatives (to seek more imaginative
solutions to problems) .
Ordinary budgeting systems used by most city governments .
;
have many di sadvantages. The greatest disadvantage of all is that
these approaches usually are based upon short-range considerations
which result in a "crisis-based" approach. · These budgeting methods
are input oriented rather than output oriented.

The emphasis is

placed upon short-range co sts with inadequate consideration to
long-range benef its.
PPBS is not just one tool or device , but rather several
different devices which can be combined into an integrated approach
to governmental decision-making.
Chief .executives could now make use of a whole new range
of analytical tools for these task s--particularly program ·

11 william B. Ross , "Some Perspective on Federal PPBS, "
Planning 1967 (Ann Arbor , Michigans American Society of Planning
Officials , 1967 ), P • 88.

. 2J
evaluation. Such tools include cost effectiveness analysi s,
cost-benefit analysis, and program monitoring devices like
. the critical . path �ethod ( CPM) and program evaluation review
technique ( PERT) • 1
Whether smaller cities can afford to implement a complex
Planning-Programming-Budgeting System is a question yet to be
answered .

PPBS and related techniques often require special

accounting and management information systems (computer oriented)

which are radically different from traditional method·s.

T his does

not, however, preclude the - possibility of using the PPBS approach.
Nor does it preclude the use of other techniques such as PERT.
There are many extremely complicated PERT models which require
the services of hundreds of specialist s .

But there are some very

basic model s which can be used very effectively, as will be demo�
strated later .
The significance of urban comprehensive planning cannot
be underestimated--even for a smaller urban area.

Numerous examples

can be cited where a relatively small outlay of funds for compre
hensive planning has pa.id handsome dividends.

Moreover, the grant

ing of federal aid for the solution of urban problems is dependent
upon the submission of adequate comprehensive _ plans for a given

undertaking.

Federal aid also is available . to cities for long

range planning purposes.

This long-range planning approach usually

i s defined in the city's urban general plan.
12Anthony Downs, "PPBS and the Evolution of Planning, "
Planning 1967 (Ann Arbor, Michigans American Society of Planning
Officials, 1967 ) , p. 94 .

.
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THE URBAN GENER.AL PLAN
The urban general plan has been portrayed as an official
statement by a legislative body which sets forth the guidelines for
the long-�ange physical development of a city with due consideration
to socio-economic aspects.

Because of its long-term nature, its

application to the solution of short-range and medium-range plan- _
ning processes is severely limited.
·,

Nonetheless, it does offer

, general guidelines for the solution of urban comp�ehensive planning
problems , the plans of which are conceived within these ,time
parameters,

The purpose of this section is to highlight the contents·

of the urban general plan.

Additionally, some of the generally

accepted practices in this area will be indicated.
Initially, one must recognize that any plan must be con
· ceived and written in terms that are intelligible and functional
to the individuals who are going to be using it.

The urban general

plan usually is formulated in terms of general goals and objectives.
Because of its long-term nature, policies implemented to fulfill
these objectives also are general in nature.

Usually, the groups

that are responsible for formulating these policies are legislative
bodies, city planning commissions, the mayor, the city manager, etc.
The irrlividuals that compose these groups arJ not known for their
technical prowess.
designed in terms
public at large.

Moreover·, the �ban general plan often is
that are intelligible to civic leaders and the

B ecause the . plan must satisfy this communication

requirement, it must possess certain characteristics.

I
' I

2 .5
There are several characteristics which are indi'cative
of a good urban general plan .
range physical developnent .

The plan should focus on long
Generally, it should consider the

physical developnent of a city for twenty to thirty years into the
future, although this time period must cons�de� th� appropriate
variables, especially popu:l:-a,tion and economic forecasts.

Because

of the variables involved, a city should not adhere strictly to

the time schedules and tar·get dates specified in the urban general
plan .

"The general plan may refer to a specific target date, but

it is merely a useful guide for coordinating certain forecasts

and should not be taken too seriously. 11 1 .3

The plan should be com

prehensive in nature in t,ha.t it considers all of the essential··
elements within the city including regional characteristics which
could influence the development of a city.

The plan should relate

to policies in the realm of design proposals for physical develop
ment, because these policies are based upon the value judgments
of those in authority, who, in turn, represent the will of the
people .

Therefore, relationships must be determined so that pri

orities for physical developnent may be established .

Perhaps the

most important characteristic is that the plan must be kept current
_based upon changes that inevitably occur over · the plan's useful

· life .

It should be amendable to keep abreast of current events.

Most authors suggest that a comprehensive review of the plan should
13

·

T. J. Kent Jr. , op. cit., P • 98 •
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be made once per year or when required by major changes of the
premises on which it is based.
The specific characteristics of the urban general plan
are the result of the design determined by those in authority .
Since the municipal legislature and the more specialized planning
bodies a.re the representatives of the people, the .plan must meet

the needs of these groups.

The legislative uses of the urban gen

eral plan ares (1) policy determination, (2) policy effectuation,

(J) communication, (4) conveyance of advice, and ( 5) education. 1 4

The plan should include statements regarding the evaluation of

alternative� if it is to be used a s a document of policy determina

tion.

The plan should serve as a guide to councilmen in ma.king

everyday decisions, thus solidify:i.ng its role as a policy effectua
tion device.

The plan also must communicate the policies adopted

by the council to agencies who have a need for this information.·

The planning agencies within the city hierarchy utilize the plan
to convey findings and recommendations to the city council.

Lastly,

the plan serves as an educational tool to inform the public concern
ing the conditions, problems, and opportunities within the .· community.

The educational aspect often is overlooked when formula.ting the plan,
but it is this aspect that stimulates. community action.

The Standard City Planning E�bling Act of 1928 was proposed

by the Department of qommerce as a model for cities to follow in
1 4Ibid. ,

P• 92 .

'.
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developing their comprehensive plans • . This . Act suggests that the

city planning body adopt a master plan which indicates. the · com
mission's recommendations in certain areas.

T.hese areas, according

to Dunham1 5 ares
1.

·general location of streets and other means of com

munication s
2.

general location of public parks, recreation facilities

and open spaces ,

J.

general location of public buildings and other public

4.

general location of public utilities and terminals,

properties 1
both public and private;

5,

6.

.

change or abandonment of any of the above locations a
zoning plan for the control of height, area, bulk,

location and use of buildings or premises .
As previously stated, this legislation is the best present legal
guide in the area of urban comprehensive planning._
,.

However , more

rec-ent literature has refined the scope of the urban general · plan _
into more concise and practical terms.
Most authorities in the field of urban planning are in
agreement as to the contents, scope, and organization of the master
plan.

This consensus of opinion probably is due to the nature of

15
Allison Dunham, "City Planning z An Analysis of the Content
or the Master Plan, " Journal of Law and Economics·, Volume I (October,
1 9.58 ) , P • 1 70 • .

' !
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the document itself,

There is little _ dispute with the position

that the general plan should mirror the will of the people ,

The

information contained in the plan should relate to such specifics
as the history, geography, population, economy, and physical fac
tors and issues of the city and regional area.

Social objectives

should be related to the physical elements of the . city in so far
as possible·. ..
The contents and organization of the urban general plan

have been specified in the following manner by Kent, 1 6 an authority
in the fields ( 1.) working-and-living-areas section, ( 2 ) community
facilities section , (3) civic design section, (4) circulation
I

(transportation) section, and ( 5 ) utilities section.

This particu-

lar sul:xiivision is typical of the format used by other authorities

in the field, · The working-and-living areas section emphasizes

the spa.cial relationships inherent in land use within this category,
The community facilities section includes both public and private
facilities, e.g. , schools, parks, hospitals, etc. available to the
general public.

The civic design section encompasses the ma..jor

physical design proposals and key features within the city boundary,

with special emphasis placed upon the downtown area .

The circula

tion or transportation section stresses all of the elements of
transportation within the regional area,

Since every community is

dependent upon an expensive and fixed network of utilities, i. e. ,
1 6T. J. Kent Jr, op. cit. ; • 93 ,
P
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gas , electricity , water , sewage systems , etc, , the utilities sec
tion is a very important aspect deserving consideration in the
urban general plan,
SUMMARY

Principles of systems analysis indicate that no matter
how well a large entity , e .g . , a city , is managed under traditional
concepts , the occurrence of suboptimization of segments usually
is present,

For urban comprehensive planning purposes , available

literature indicates that the use of the systems concept is superior
to other approaches,
Cities must emphasize comprehensive planning for two pur-.

l'

pose s , for their own well-being , and because such planning usually
is a prerequisite for obtaining federal funds,

The long-range urban general plan is a valuable document
offering guidance for the general development of a city.

However ,

many questions are left unanswered when short-range and medium- .
planning is considered,

Many cities currently are implementing the federal Planning
Progrannning-Budgeting System (PPBS) of which Program Evaluation
Review Technique (PERT) is an integral part .

The next chapter will·

i�troduce the . concepts of PERT in order to develop a PERT system
for the urban comprehensive planning process,

Chapter

3

PROGRAM EVALUATION REVIEW ·TECHNIQUE (PERT)
Part of a manager ' s primary task is to plan and control the
various resources at his disposal toward the accomplishment of some
pre•determined objective.

When the entity with wltich he is associ

ated is simple rather tha.n complex, then the manager's problems are
minimized.

However, when the entity is complex, e. g. , a large

city, and consists of many diver se activities, then crucial prob
lems

arise on a routine basis.

Since he is not a technical expert

in all areas, he is forced to think and act in generalities.

By

the same token a technical expert within a given area does not have
the experience and overall picture of _ an entity to make broad deci. sions. A method is needed to convey all of the information for
planning and control purposes concerning the varying activities, to
the manager to provide him with a master plan for the entity.
To provide management with _ current and correct information,

several techniques have been developed which utilize a special
pictorial diagramming display.

Several such techniques are the

Critical Path Method (CPM) and Program Evaluation Review Technique
(PERT). Although there are subtle differences between the two
techniques, a general definition can be given which will describe

both of them.

PERT-CPM can be defined a s a management planning and analy
sis tool which ma kes use of a graphic display called a network

JO

'
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to depict the . essential relationships between the varif us ' tasks
comprising a complex research and developnant program.
As we shall see, these two techniques need not be involved in a
complex research and development program, but can be utilized for
most non-repetitive projects .
The scope of this chapter concerns a brief description of
the origin of the two techniques, the distinction "between them, the
planning and development of a PERT network, and the implementation

of the technique as a management information system.
ORIG IN OF THE TECHNIQUE

Although PERT is a relatively new management technique, .its
origin can be traced back to the early 1900 ' s .

Henry Gantt devised

� management tool for scheduling activities which consisted of a
series of bars plotted against a calendar scale with each bar repre
senting the beginning, duration, and the completion of the work to
be accomplished .

This approach to scheduling presents a clear and

understandable method for determining the status of a project at
any given moment in time.

However, with the need for concurrency2
i .

ff!1

1 Bruce N . Baker and Rene L. Eris, An Introduction to PER
T
(Homewood, Illinois: Richard D . Irwin, Inc . , 1 964},·. P•. 1 .

2"
Concurrency" is a term originated by the U. S . A ir Force
to describe the development of large scale weapon systems . Since
successive building of components would take many years, and thus
render the system obsolete before its initia l acceptance into the
field, a technique ofconcurrency was developed . The concept pro
vided for the development of all oo.mponents simultaneously (in so
far as possible) so as to minimize total development time.
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in the modern management superstructure, it became apparent t�t
Gantt Charts·, although a valuable summary device, lacked certain
qualities necessary to cope with problems arising in large and
complex projects.

The Gantt Chart:'s weaknesses include z

(a) The inability of the chart to show interdependencies
which exist between the efforts represented by the bars. (b)
The flexibility of the bar chart plotted against a calendar
scale, which prevents it from easily reflectirrg slippages or
changes in plans. (c) The inability to reflect uncertainty, or
tolerances, in the duration times estimated for the previous
activities.3
Gantt Charts are a valuable summary device for the non-technically
oriented. top management.

' ,,, ·

An example of this chart will be - illus

trated, in addition to the PERT network, later on in this research
endeavor.
The Milestone Chart was conceived to rectify some of the
weaknesses inherent in the Gantt Chart approach • . This proposal
!

provided a s·equential list of key events encompassed. in, the plan- . � : ·

ning of a pro ject.

Although this technique was enhanced through

its application to data processing, it still failed to define
essential relationships between activities.
In 1 957, a DuPont engineer, Morgan R. Walker, and a

Remmington-Rand computer expert, James E . Kelley Jr., developed
the - Critical Path Method (CPM) to improve the scheduling of complex
projects.

In tha.t same year the management consultant firm of Booz,

%ussell D. Archibald and Richard L. Villoria, NetworkBased Ma.na
PERT CPM) (New Yorks John Wiley and Sons,
Inc., 19 7

" I
I
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Allen , and Hamilton under contract with the U.

s.

Navy Speciai

Projects Office , developed the Program E valuation Review T echnique
. (PERT) in conjunction with the design of the Polaris missile system .
Incidentally , this technique is given credit for providing the U.
- Navy with an operational ballistic missile two years a.head of

s.

schedule.
The concept of interrelationships is an extremely important
concept for the use of PERT .

It is this concept which makes PERT

superior to the Gantt Chart previously discussed .

The bar in a

Gantt Chart indicates the scheduled time an activity is to begin
and end , e . g . , the initial test flight of an airplane .

However ,

it would not indicate that the wings must be attached , the engine
built , etc .
fact .

A properly designed PERT network would establish this

Moreover , if the en gine delivery date fell behind schedule ,

it probably would not indicate to management that a slippage in the
entire project was immine nt.

If , for example , the delivery date of

a complicated piece of radar equipment fell behind schedule , it
very well might not have an effect upon the scheduled completion
date of the entire project .

In short , the PERT network would tell

, management where to establish priorities arxi which activities to . ..
concentrate upon .
There are subtle differences between PERT arxi CPM.

PERT

has been described as suitable to one-time research and developnent
projects where numerous uncertainties prevail. · CPM is cited as
being effective . in projects where the time and costs of a project

J4
can be estimated with a reasonable degree of certainty and acc�acy .
Because the · two techniques are so sill'Jilar, many enterprises have
combined the advantageous elements of both. "However , in recent
years these differences, if they were ever valid ones, have dis
appeared . " 4

Since many firms desired to incorporate their own

special needs into these network techniques, other. similar systems
have been designed with such exotic-sounding names, to name a few,
as MAPS, LESS, and PEP.
THE CAPAB ILITIES AND LIMITATIONS OF PERT
In all the literature available on PERT, there is one phra�e
that consistently appears concerning the employment of this tool: · · ·- ' .
" PERT is not a panacea . "

Critics describe it as a haven for emp��

builders , an albatross of bureaucracy.

PERT is not intended as a ,

cure-all for mana ement ills, but it does serve to highlight · areas , ·
deserving of management' s attention .

"One of the most significant

values of the PERT system is that it forces management at all levels

to . plan their work . " 5

Some of the disadvantages of PERT have arisen due to the
failure of personnel to understand the technique as well as the poor
application to particular problem areas.

There are a number of

4
R. L. Martino, Finding the Critical Path (New York: American
Management A ssociation, 1964 ), P•14 ,
5Baker and Eri s, op . cit. , P•49,
.
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problem areas which can lead to unprofitable . application of the
technique.
1.

According to Miller some of these sore spots are s
PERT is a management responsibility in that management

must monitor the project so as to eliminat� some of the problems .
inherent in a bµreaucracy .

They also must insure that their basic

informational needs are met.
2.

PERT is no automatic system.

Judgment must prevail in

the final analysis.

J.

PERT often . clashes with traditional management patterns.

Since this technique is based upon the systems concept, traditional
management practices are no longer valid •
. 4.

Learning to use a new dynamic control system causes

many unskilled users to resist the change.

5.

PERT cannot function in instances where it was not

intended to be used.

It must be considered in light of other sys-

tams and procedures already in exi stence. 6

Provided that a PERT system is designed correctly and
applied to a project where its use i s appropriate, the technique
can provide favorable results.

Experience has demonstrated that

PERT can:
(a) encourage a logical discipline in planning , scheduling,
and control of projects; (b) encourage a more long-range and
detailed planning of projects; (c) provide a standard method
for documenting and communicating project plans, schedules, and
�obert W. Miller, Schedule , Cost, and Profit Control wit4
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1963 ), PP • 171-172 ,.

-™ (New York s
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time and cost performance a (d) identify the most critical ele
ments in a plan, focusing management attention on the 10 to 20
per cent· of the proje•ct that is most constraining on the
. schedule ; and (e) illustrate the effects of technical and procedural changes on the overall schedule, ?
In summary, PERT can be employed for project planning, scheduling,
time estimation., time/cost trade-offs, resource allocation, and

. )

project control,

An excellent example where PERT was utilized effectively is

the experience in Fairfax County, Virginia, with budget preparation,8
..

The budget division experienced a chronic overtime problem toward
the -end of each budgeting cycle,

By using PERT both as a planning

and control tool, management was able to pinpoint trouble spots ·.

early, and prescril:>e early corrective action, This program pro

vided the following results a (1) workload leveling, (2) minimiza
tion of crises, and (J) reduction of costs (primarily overtime
costs) ,
PERT PROGRAM DEVEI.OPMENT
Before PERT can be applied to any program, there are cer
tain necessary characteristics that a project must possess. Gener
ally, these characteristics are z
1.

An objective that can be known and can be specif'ied J

7Joseph J. Moder and Cecil R . Phillips, Project Management
with CPM and PERT (New Yorks Reinhold Publishing Corporation, 1 964),

P• 5-6,

�ichard p. Wahl ' "PERT Controls Budget Pre Fation ' " Public
Management, Volume 46 (February, 1 964) , P• 29-JJ.
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2.

An anticipated date of completion 1

J.

Actions and activities to - accomplish the object ive

4.

A desired or required sequence for performing the

that can be determined in advance ;
activities. 9

,,

These characteristics seem relatively elementary but when the

, II

inexperienced PERT user begins his research endeavor, even these
prerequisites seem to be difficult obstacles.

Once the pro ject

manager has determined these elements, usually through systems

•.

analysis , then planning can cQmmence on the PERT network.
To begin network construction, there are . several key ele- '.

merits which · must be understood.

The definitions of these elements : ·

and oth�r pertinent definitions are given in the Glossary of Terms,
Appendix B.

The network basically consists of events and activities.

An event is simply the ident ification of a meaningful accomplishment
toward an objective, which signifies the start or completion of one
or more activities.

An activity is an action that experrls some

resource, e.g., time, manpower, money, etc. · Activities are sulxli
vided into real and dummy activities, the distinction here being
that a dummy activity does not require the expenditure of a resource,
but is a constraint representing the dependency of one event upon
another event.

An event usually is represented by a node while · an

9cleland and King, op. cit. , •2 64. 1
P

.

!

. .

I.

J8
activity is represented by an arrow.

10

Examples of - these concepts

are shown in Figure 1 � . This illustration shows the process or
project of servicing an automobile at a service station ,

Although

this example is extremely elementary, it does allow an inexperienced
PERT user to recognize the logic behind this technique.

Notice the

dummy activitfes in Figure 1 as compared with the incorrect diagramming in Figure 2.

Figure 2a implies that the computing of the. bill -

depends upon completing the check of the battery and radiator.

Figure 2b implies that the hood cannot be lowered until the gas
has been added.
To develop a PERT network, the manager of a project must
answer the following questions ,
(a) What are the project ob jectives ? (b) What are the ma jor
elements of the work to be performed and how are the elements
related to one another ? (c) Who will be charged with the various
responsibilities for accomplishing pro ject ob jectives ? (d) What
organization of resources are available or required ? (e) What
are the likely information requirements of the vario�s types and
levels of management to be · involved in the pro ject ? 1 1
These questions are relatively self-explanatory because they indicat�
the questions a good manager would need to know.

The actual PERT

network construction, however, assists the manager in both the plan
ning and controlling aspects of a project.
i OThe activity-on-arrow system is preferred because . of its
ability to consider dummy activities. Moreover, the vast majority
of computer programs employ the activity-on-arrow system.
11

Archibald and Villoria, op. cit., P • 23.
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The question of ma jor elements of the work to be performed
· is resolved by -using the concept of systems analysis known as the
work breakdown structure which is illustrated in Figure 8, page

65 .

· The planner constructs the work break<iown structure by identifying
the total syste_m and then · subdividing the effort into finer

sub:iivisions.

am finer

The subdivisions are actually subsystems, sub-subsys

tems, etc., and are identified by the level of aggregation of a
particular subsystem.
After a system is identified, management can plan the
activities based upon the objectives of the project.

In depicting

activities and events, management can utilize the forward and back
ward pass.

In the backward pass management would start at the begin

ning arrl formulate the activities and events necessary to complete
the project.

In some cases the backward pqss has proved to be more

effective wherein management visualizes the completed project and
then proceeds backwards by identifying the preceding activities
necessary to complete a given event within the network.

The tech-

. nique finally used is a . function of th� type of pro ject.

Thus far the basic definitions involved. in network planning

have been considered,

The work breakdown structure insures a logical

approach to identifying events and activities within a project
planned by using concepts of systems analysis.

However, little has

been said about the role of PERT in resource allocation (especially
time arxi cost).

.

L
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Activ�ties within a network expend resources--they use up
time I

they use up skilled manpower a they use up money . -· Initially,

assume · only time is expended on a project . · The result is a

pictorial schedule similar to that shown in Figure J,

The series

of bold-faced arrows o� a network indicates the critical pa.th

which represents the longest path, or the path wit� the greatest
time constraint between the beginning event (1) and the ending
event (9) ,

It is this pa.th that will indicate the scheduled time

for the entire project,

In this case the critical pi.th indicates

a project duration time of 2 3,0 time units,

The relationship between activities and events . as well as

the expenditure of time for activities, are determined by the
individual or groups of individuals familiar with the demands of
the project.

In the case of time, the estimates can be relatively

certain or extremely uncertain, i. e . , deterministic or stochastic . 12
PERT uses three time estimates ( optimistic, most likely,
and pessimistic) which holds favorable implications for management
decision-ma.king.

The optimistic and pessimistic time estimates in

effect become the two " tails" of a probability distribution and the
12

· a ma. Jor
·
d is
' t inc
· t ion
·
The treatment of time and c ost is
. between PERT and CPM. PERT uses the stochastic approach while CPM
uses the deterministic approach regarding time estimates. PERT uses
three time estimates while CPM uses only one estimate. Elementary
PERT does not consider cost while CPM uses "normal cost" and " crash
cost" in conjunction with one time est imate. Both use a time/cost
trade-off scheme in a linear progrannning environment. But as stated
previously, the two techniques have become so blended in their usage
that this distinction is no longer universally valid .

• I

4.0

6 .o
3.0

Figure 3
An Example of a PERT /T ime

Network

� _,
�
�

,,

, II

most likely time becomes the modal figure.

If one a_ssumes the beta

d.i stributio.n whose mode is the most likely time , and whose range_ is
the interval between the optimistic and pessimistic time , and whose
standard deviation is one-sixth of the range , the . decision-maker.
.
can reliably calculate the proba�illty of an event occurring on

1.

schedul$ by the following formulas s
t = a + 4m + b
e
6

(1 )

Vt _ b - a
- 6

(2)

The te ( mean activity duration time) value would represent the

e stimate denoting a probability of .50 of either meeting or beating

the schedule.
Figui-e 4 shows the beta distribution with the three time
estimates.

The mean time ( te) is found by using formula (1) .

standard deviation ( Vt) is fourxi
.

by

using formula ( 2) .

Figure 4
The Beta Distribution

The

The standard

deviation for unmodal distributions can be estimated as one-sixth
of the range of the distribution .

"At least 89 per cent of !.Bl

distribution lies within three standard deviations of the mean ,

'

and for the normal distribution this percentage . is 99 . 7+ �r c�nt . " 1 3
The Central Limit Theorem is an important concept in the
determination of . probabilities .

The TE value for � given event .

equals the sum of the elapsed .times (t e) for an activity on the ·
.

l.

longest path from the beginning event to the given event
(T E = te + te + te t • • • te ) . The Vt value for a given· event
2
n
::
1
equals the sum of the standard deviations (V t) for the activity on
the longest path from the beginning event to the given event

{ VT = Vt + Vt + Vt + • • • Vtn) . The sumu.tion of the activity times
3
2
1
in a network enables one to assume that the_ distribution of TE is

normal through the use of the Central Limit Theorem . 14 The Central

Limit Theorem indicates that the distribution of a series of activi
ties approximates the normal distribution .

With reference to Figure

5 , if management had established an arbitrary schedule date of Ts ,

then the probability of meeting this da�e can be calculated by using
the formula t

z

Ts - T

E
= -------

vT

(3)

1 �oder and Phillips, op . cit ., P • 206 .
14 or our purposes the Central Limit Theorem states that if
F
m is large (four or more) , the TE distribution is approximately
normal . The distribution of the sum of the activity t�es is normal
although the individual activity times may assume some 'other distri
bution .

• /

I,
t l

: 46 .
The Z value can be converted to a pro�bility value by colla:t•ing it
to the normal distribution. table.

Figure 5

I
The Normal Distribution
The PERT statistical approach wa.s formula.tad by D . G . Malcolm.
Although some assumptions are questioned in the PERT statistical
approach, these procedures a.re the best available.

Perhaps the

greatest weakness stems from the sub jective judgment of the time
estimator in formulating the three time . estima.tes. But, as data are
collected, one can verify the estimates - and adjust the time estimates
accordingly.
Thus fa.r, only time has been considered in the resource
allocation problem.

Cost also can be considered in this regard,

although two distinct views prevail. The time/cost trade-off approach,
using an explicit cost concept, will be treated shortly. H owever, •
several other comments in -regard to implicit cost should be examined.

!t should be noted that the PERT cost-control system promotes
the efficient use of resources with the resultant economies . The
resources scheduled for the activities of slack paths can be .
temporarily reassigned, thereby avoiding the non-productivity
while awaiting for effort in the critical paths to be completed . 1 5
The Fairfax County example , previously cited , uses the concept of
implicit cost• . Overtime co sts were reduced merely by leveling the
'

workload ( time resource allocation only) without r.eference to
specific costs .

.

This reduction was accomplished by slack pa.th

analysis.
Slack, sometimes called free float , is simply the access
time (or lack of time) allotted to an activity.

It measures the

difference between the estimated completion date for the activity
and the scheduled completion date .

Slack can be positive , negative , .

or zero time left to complete an activity in relation to its
. scheduled completion date .

The importance of slack time can be

recognized by - reference to Figure 3 , page 43.

Assuming that the

scheduled completion date for the project is aligned with the

estimated time needed to complete the project , the Figure indicates
that if the project is started now , it �hould be completed 2 3 .0
time units from now.

If management had indications that the project

(or part of the project) was behind schedule and they were not using

a PERT network , then there would be a tendency to "crash" the entire
- program to get it back on schedule , especially if there were known
penalties for not completing the project on schedule .
·

1

tor

. Ha jek , Pro

Management

ct Engineering ( N ew York s McGraw-

G
5v1c
Hill Book Company , 19 6 5) , PP• �- 79•
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· probably' would "cra sh" all activities . to accomplish this.

The

PERT network, h�wever, shows that only those activitie s on the
critical path need be of concern.

All other activitie s can proceed

normally with the resultant economies through decreased co sts.
Another aspe ct of the implicit co st concept can be illustrated -·
by Figure

J.

Activities 1-2- 5-7-9 consume 12.0 ti.pie units.

Assuming

these activities con sume the resource of money, these activities are
· being completed too rapidly J money is being tied up unneces sarily-
opportunities are being foregone.

The ideal situation, of cour se,

is to have all of the activities of a pro ject on critical paths
(zero slack time) with each
being completed on schedule.

activity having a high probability of
This condition can occur by po st

poning given activities on non-critical path s until the latest
po s sible start time for these activities which _ results in ma.king
these activities critical also.
The explicit cost concept presents an entirely different
problem.

PERT/Time/Cost systems demand a unique co st accounting

and management information system.

Typ�cally, traditional account

ing system s are designed to keep record s of what has tran spired.
In a PERT cost system management is more interested in what will
tran spire.

Hence, special systems must be designed.

PERT/Time/Cost trade-off models are based upon the as sumption
that there is a known relationship between cost and the estimated

time of completion of each activity within a project.

The be s t

schedule in relation to cost inherent in this schedule mu st be

49
determined before . a projec-t can commence .
is illustrated i � Figura 6 .

Such a trade-or!' model

The model is an optimizatton model
I

.

•. .

usually solved by linear pro gramming techniques in conjunction
with the PERT network .

..

As work progre sses , the model mu st be

reoptimized and :resources :.,r eallocated accordingly .

"This model is

impractical to the extent that it as sumes that a given network is
16
the best way to plan a pro ject . "

. ... ·

Oiri:ct pr0j�ct

cost (D,PC)

.

"'

.

- - �l

Indirect prcjt?ct
cost (IPC)

Figure 6
Determin-:1.tion of the Ba st Project Schedule
( Source : Archiba ld an1 Villori a ,
sad
Networ
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PERT NETWRK
This section delves into what management needs to kno�,
the organization of the project under consideration, and the
informational requirements necessary to control the project.
When a FERT network is being constructed, there is a
question as to the level of detail which should be considered.

No

exact answer can be given in this regard since the degree of detail
is based upon the nature of the project.

Too little detail can

result in the system not giving management enough of the proper
information. · Too much information can get management bogged down
into obscure and often meaningless detail.

There are several

suggestions which can be helpful, however.

One recommendation

suggests that once the basic network is constructed, activities in
the immediate future should be broken down into greater detail.
This recommendation is based upon the principle that more concrete
plans can be formulated during the short-range rather than the
long-range.

The other reconnnendation suggests that activities that

are on the critical paths should be broken down into greater detail.
The last recommendation shoW:-d be considered only when the actual ·
number of critical paths are minimal.

Another key concept is the handling of interface events.

An interface event is an event which signals the transfer of respon
. sibility, end items, or information from one part of the plan to
another.

To determine interface events, the management should ask

such questions as s What are the inputs from other organizations ?

51
What other organizations require an input from my organization to
begin or complete their efforts?

Interface events should

be

uniquely identified in the PERT net-work display.
The concept of network families , shown in Figure 7 , is
closely associated with interface events.

The work breakdown

structure previously discussed , determines the le�el or aggregation
of a system.

For each level there are families of networks which

usually correspond to a particular level of management.

Any given

activity , especially if it is somewhat general in nature , can
further subdivided into other activities.

be

For example , in Figure 7 ,

level 2 , Chart 2A , there is an activity with event (1 ) representing
the completion of the activity.

Chart

JA

at level

one activity into eight subordinate activities.

J

subdivides this

The need for further

·subdivisions should be determined by top management based upon the

requirements of a project.

Incidentally , Figure 7 identifies the

interface events to portray some of the relationships deserving
the special attention of management.
Special computational nomenclat�re (Table 1 , page 53 ) has

been developed in regard to network processing .

This nomenclature

is important because of the impact upon management information and
reporting which will be discussed shortly.

The computations are

made not only to identify the scheduled activities and events , but ,
also , to enable management to pinpoint those activities on the criti
cal path.

Once events are identified , management is in a position

to exercise control over the project.
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Table 1

Computational Nomenclaturea
Mea ning

Symbol
t

= Single estimate of mean

TE
TL

= Earliest event occurrence time
= Latest

a llowable

a ctivity

event occurrence time

ES

= Earliest activity start time

EF

= Ea rliest

LS

= Latest

LF

a ctivity

duration time

finish time

a llowable a ctivity

start time

Latest allowable activity finish time

S

= Total activity sla ck ( or float)

SF

= Activity free sla ck ( or float)

'This nomenclature is in addition to the com
putations of_ PERT/Time regarding probability , i. e. ,
optimistic , most likely , and pessimistic time. estimates ,
standard deviation , etc .
- A management summary report , whether it is

a

computer print

out or a locally devised format , will enable management to . acq:uire
information necessary to exercise control .
printout prepared
California.

by

Table 2 shows

a

computer

CPM Systems , Inc. for Champion Pa pers, Pasadena,

Notice how the printout gives management the necess ary

information for control of the project.
activity description , its predec�ssor

a nd

The report gives the
successor events ,

duration of the activity with the various schedules

a nd

. the

of importance· -

Table 2
· Activity Time Status Report (Source : Archibald
and Villoria , Network-Based Management
Systems (PERT/CPM)
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concerning the activity.

Perhaps the most important column is that

which indicates s.lack or float time.

Here, 1 man;age�ent can gain

valuable insight as to jus� where the real problems exist.

Most

computer programs are extremely ver satile in that they have the
capability to sort by activities, events, appropriate schedules,
critical paths, departments, etc.

Moreover, many �omputer programs

will construct the network in a computer display format, providing
the proper inputs are fed into the program.
Thus far nothing _ has been said concerning perhaps_ the most- '
•

' •

f'

important aspect of any PERT program.

The fact that the network

must be kept current cannot be over-emphasized.

PERT. systems that

are properly constructed initially, can provide management with a
valuable tool.

Its logical simplicity after the program is opera

t ional tends to encourage management to rely on it completely , As

soon as there is - a change . in the basic premises on which the network

is constructed, the network must be changed accordingly.

Poor

results can only be expected when management is relying on out-of
date information.

There are a number of reasons which indicate

a need for updating the PERT networks
1. Change in the prime or supporting objective s 1
2.

Change i n plans to achieve objectives;

J.

Schedule slippage or gains affecting the timing of

related activities in the plan which require rescheduling;

56
4.

Change • in funding. l 7

PERT and associated techniques offer management a valuable
tool for planning and control.

It has become increasingly popular

as it allows management to logically plan, schedule, gather informa-

. tion, control , as well as simulate these actions to allow selection
among alternatives.

Its value is evidenced further by the signifi

cant amount of literature available as well as the many computer
programs { many of them handling up to 75, 000 activities) currently

available.

SUMMARY

PERT is a relatively new management technique that allows
management to more effectively plan and control the various ele
ments of a project.

This dynamic technique employs a graphic

display of events and activities of a project which shows relation
ships and interdependencies between these elements.

It can be used

for pro ject planning, scheduling, time estimation, time/cost trade
offs, resource allocation, and pro ject . control.

PERT's greatest asset is that it forces management to plan.

It allows management to focus its attention on the critical ele
ments of a plan, pinpoint trouble spots, and e ffect early remedial

action, providing that the PERT network is kept current.

PERT,

17PERT Coordinating Group, PERT Guide for Management U se,
(Washington D. C. a u. s . Government . Printing Office, June , 19 63) ,
P• JQ .
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however, cannot correct basic management deficiencies.

Judgment

must prevail as this technique is not an automatic system.
PERT is based upon systems analysis in that a project is ,.

divided into ,its components or subsystems to allow management to

more effectively plan appropriate activities. In the next chapter
.
system and its ·,components
a city will be de::scribed in terms of

a

to enable urban comprehensive plans to be formulated in regard to
its future.

Chapter 4
PERT MODEL FORMULATION FOR URBAN
COMPREHENSIVE PLANNI:r-ri
The need for models for urban resource allocation is greater
now than it ever has been .

Numerous models have been developed

which utilize a variety of techniques--including network techniques,
In the final analysi s, PERT becomes a model for . urban resource

allocation .

Basic descriptions and graphic models must be formu

lated initially to provide for the design of a PERT network.
The work breakdown structure previously referred to in this

study serves as a basic guide for the formulation of the PERT . model ,

The work breakdown structure approach allows the urban complex to be
viewed as a system so that the various interactions and relation
ships between the subsy stems can be identified .

The work breakdown

structure, when applied to urban comprehensive planning, views the
planning endeavor as a project,

The project is sub:livided into

finer levels of detail until the appropriate level of management
is able to specify a ctivities to accomplish objectives.

The . end

result is a planning arrl control tool available to management for
purposes of scheduling and cost control .

This chapter will . identify the planning elements applicable

to an urban entity, formulate a PERT model for urban comprehensive
planning, arrl demonstrate the model's application by using a hypo
thetical example.

The hypothetical PERT activities will be used
58
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with the Linear Responsibility Chart (LRC) to serve as a means o f
activity assignment .

Additionally , the PERT network will be re

lated to the Planning-Programming-Budgeting System (PPBS) process.
URBAN COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING ELEMENTS
:· •

.

Any given urban antity which res·embles other urban entities

in envirorune�tal characteristics and objectives will possess the

same relative planning elements provided that the factors considered
are general in nature.

System Development Corporation has devised
.
a list of planning elements through their research efforts for the
Denver Inter-County Regional Planning Commi�sion.
elements are illustrated in Table 3.

These planning

A review of this list indi-

cates that the classification of planning elements could apply to
any city without further alteration.
The list o f planning elements is classified into three
general categories for ease of identification ,

(1 ) Physical Develop

ment, (2) Public Service, and (3 ) Community Information.

This list

of elements represents the entire spectrum of planning factors . for
IQ.Ost cities.

Cities with special problems, e.g. , wate� transporta

tion and water front activities for those cities near seaports,
would desire to include additional factors under Physical Develop
ment .

These planning elements can be subdivided further into finer

planning elements .
Table J · also provides a list of acronyms to be employed in
the work breakdown structure .

These acronyms are actually mnemonic

· .60 . .
Table J

List of Planning Elements (Source· a
System Development Corporation )
Subdivision

Element

Mnemonic

Physical Development
(DEVEL)

Air Transportation
Commercial Land Use
Communications
Fuel Generated Electricity
Hydro-electric Power
Industrial Land Use
Land Use Density
Mass and Rapid Transit
Natural Gas
Parks a.nd Recreation, Open Spice
Public Facilities ·
Public Land Use
R ail Transportation
Residential Land Use
Transportation Terminals
Vehicl_e Transportation
Water Resources

A IRTR
COMER
COMMO
FUGEN
HYDRO
INDUS
DENSE
RAPID
NAGAS
PAROS
· FACIL
RJ BUS
RAILT
RESID
TERMS
VEHTR
WATER

Public Services
(PSERV)

Air Pollution
Child Welfare
Civil Defense
Fire Protection
Flood Control
Li.brary
Mandatory Education
Non-marrlatory Education
Medical Services
Police Protection
Public Assistance
Senior Citizens Program
Sewage Disposal
Solid Waste Disposal
Water Pollution·

SMOGY
CHILD
CIVIL
F IB.ES
FLOOD
LIBRY
MANED
NOMED
MEDIS
POLIC
AIDES
SR CIT
SEWER
.SWAST
W POLN

Community Information
(COMIN)

Community Goals
Economic Base
Employment
Population ·Projections
Public Financial Resources

GOALS .
ECONS
MPLOY
PROJS
REVNU
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devices to t,e· used for eventual computer application.
FORMULATION OF THE URBAN COMPREHENSIVE

..

PLANNING MODEL

It must be emphasized that the urba� comprehensive planning
endeavor is a function of numerous inputs.

Initia_lly, urban compre

hensive plans can be divided into their component parts on the basis
of the previously formulated planning elements.
both controllable and non-controllable in nature.

However, inputs are
It is the non

controllable elements which present the more difficult solutions.
One is equally impressed by the difficulties which the urban
environment
offers to the systems analyst. One can speak pf the
.
economic system even ·. though external forces may have. more impact
on the growth or de ! line _of _ a city than the elements which
compose the system.
One excellent example of this contention is the presence of Boeing
Aircraft Corporation in the Seattle area.

The granting of govern

ment aerospace contracts to this compa.ny virtually determines the
well-being of t�is city, arrl yet the city has very little if any
control or influence in this regard.

There are several terms . that must be defined before pro
ceeding further in the attempt to construct an urban comprehensive
planning model.

These terms will be described in the context of

1Morton J. Schussheim and George M, Bel na p, "Urban Research
from a Federal Stan:lpoint," Urban Affairs Quarterly, 1 , September,

1 965 , P• 1 3 .

.
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the five elements of systems analysis as described by Quade.·
Each element is present in every analysis of choice although they

may not always be identified as such.

These elements are ,

1.

The formulation stage which is undertaken to dis cover

2.

The search stage which considers the alternatives

J.

The evaluation stage which measures the costs (includ

what objectives . the decision-maker is trying to attain .
available for attainment of objectives.

·ing opportunity costs) . relative to accomplishing the pre-determined
objectives.
4.

The interpretation stage which seeks to design a model

used to estimate the consequences of the choice.

A model is a

�epresentation of reality which abstracts the features of the situa
. tion relevant to the question being studied.

5.

The verification stage which is used to establish a

criterion or standard for ranking alternatives in the order of _ their
desirability.
Several other terms must be defined before any further
attempt is ma.de to formulate a model.

These terms are endogenous

and exogenous variables.
Endogenous variables are those that affect one or more other
variables of the system and are in turn influenced by one or
more of the latter ; while exogenous variables affect the
E . s . Quade and w. I . Boucher, Systems Analysis an::i Policy
Plannin : A lications in Defense (Santa Monica , California & The
Rand Corporation , June, 19 8 , p. 12.
2
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variables of the system without being influenced by them • • • •
exogenous variables are those outside the scope �f the system,
which can be taken as given • • • • J
The existence of exogenous forces which have a variety of

impacts . upon an urban entity over time is the primary reason why we
do not have accurate models of the urban system as a whole.

Many

sophisticated techniques have been employed to describe the urban
system. · In many cases these techniques are attributable to the

efforts of the De?irtment of Defense.
well in the military context ;

These techniques work extremely

however , we must remember here that

the Federal Government is in complete control of the system which
essentially makes it a _ closed system dealing only with exogenous

forces.

In the urban context , the system is a complicated set of

activities which involve public bodies, connnunity groups , and
private industry.
Many mathematical models , especially those involving the

use of line·ar programming and related techniques which imply the

terms minimization or maximization ., provide a false sense of security.
Obtaining the "best " result in a closed system is quite distinct
from the "best" result in any open system because the open system
assumes that the exogenous variables are constant.

Nevertheless ,

these mathematical models do serve a valuable purpose if the limita
tions are recognized and given their due consideration.
·
3aobert Ferber and P. J. Verdoor n , Research Methods in
Economics and Business (New Yorks The Macmillan Company , 1962) ,
P • 407.
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With regard to systems analysis and model building, Daland.4
has connnented that there are three levels in the description of an
urban complex,

The first level attempts to define arxi measure

relevant system variables using a theoretical or academic approach,

· The second level �iews the system using micro-analysis ( cost-benefit
analysis, PERT, etc, ) in both public administration and planning

activities,

Between the theoretical and applied approach is the

third level using operations research,

Here, such techniques as

queuing, probability theory, linear programming, simulation, etc,
play an important role,
Thus far, consideration has been given to physical develop
ment and public serv ices as they relate to urban comprehensive
planning,

Additionally, the role of controllable and non-controllable

factors has been examined,

The need for inclusion of socio-economic

factors would complete the model, 5

Figure 8 displays the planning elements in model form, i,e, ,
the work breakdown structure,

When one initially considers this

model, there is a tendency to accept its validity because of its
thorough treatment of the planning factors,

However, the Community

4 100 F . Schnore and Henry Fagin ( eds .) , "Public Administrati on
and Urban Policy," Urban Resea rch and Polic Plannin , Vol, I, Urban .
Affairs Annual Reviews Beverly Hills, California: Sage Publications,
Inc, , 1967) , PP • 501- 502 ,

5 The term "socio-economic factors " is a more appropriate
term than "Community Information, " . A simplified model will be con- ·
structed which will employ this term later on in this research
endeavor.
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Information portion consisting ofcommunity goals, population,
employment, economy, and public financial resources is actually
the . initiator ofthe whole process.
antecedent to it.

All other activities are

Theref
ore, this model, although it. does consider

the relevant f
actors, s�emingly conveys the wrong impression ,

The

model indicates that the physical development, public services, arrl
community inf
ormation elements are planning endeavors, i , e , , one
plans physical development, public ser�ices, and community inf
orma
tion ,

It would be more correct to say that one plans physical

developnent �nd public services in light of community information

elements. Moreover, controllable and non-controllable elements

ore,
must, either implicitly or explicitly ; rece·ive attention. Theref
· the f
ollowing model is submitted in Figure 9 to alleviate this
shortcoming ,
Controllable

Physical
� Developnent'

�

Socio
Economic

/

Fa ctors �

.

· Non-controllable
---�._,..
Factors

Urban
Comprehensive
· Plan s

Public ·
Services

Figure 9

A Basic Urban Comprehensive
Planning Model
Note that this author has preferred to use the term "Socio-Economic
Factors" rather than the term "Community Information."

This simplifie d mode l portrays a basis on which all urban
comprehe nsive plan s could b e formulat e d.

The ultimate goal is to

attain urban compre h e nsiv e plans for a city for a stipulated time
period.

The two gene ral subdivisions of the plan ar e cla s sified

into physical de velopnent and public s e rvices which ev entually will
be subdivided further into th e form of the original planning mode l
illustrat e d in Figure 8, p;1. ge 65 .

Both of th e s e elements are plan

ne d with due consideration to controllable �nd non-controllable
factors although further model d e ve lopment and ext ension would not
specifically include these factors.

The factors are m entioned in

the g e neral mode l me r ely to indicat e to th e planner that t hey mus t
be consider ed.

All of

the

afor e-men tioned compone nts of th e gen e ral

model ar e bas e d upon t he r e sults obtained in the study of socio
economic factors, for thes e factor s influence all other factors.
Table 4 shows the work br e akdown structur e in a slightly
diffe rent format.

Thi s method of pr e sentation by the System

Dev elopnent Corporation uses th e t e rm "flow chart" to describe the
urban subsystems.

The flow chart is giv en a number and a titl e a s

well as a flow chart mnemonic for eventual computer application.
The le vel of the flow charts ·i s maintained on the sam e l e vel of
aggre gation, for it is important that th e activitie s on one flow ·

cha.rt be at th e same l e v e l of detail.
the

Ther e ar e relation ships among

various flow charts of the first four levels of aggr e gation as

shown in- Figure 8.

Note that flow chart number 10 (HEALS) contains

ac tivities which are aggre gate s of the activitie s containe d . on . the

Table 4
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other five flow charts whose numbers appear under the heading of
"Health. "
PERT NETWOR K IMPLEMENTATION
According to the procedures identified in Chapter J, page J?,
before a PERT network can be implemented, an objective must be
specified, which, in this context, is the formulation of urban
comprehensive plans. A n anticipated date of completion also must
be specified.

This date is based upon the length of time required

to complete the appropriate activities.

Generally, not less than

one or not more than five years would be required for such a process depending upon the extent of the planning endeavor and the
prevailing financial situation.

The first real problem in this

implementation procedure is the specification of �ctivities to
accomplish ob jectives.

There are certain required sequences · ror

performing activities since some actions must necessarily precede
other actions.

Other activities are specified according to their

desired sequences based upon constraints such as cost limitations,
availability of funds, desires ani needs of the citizens of the
community, etc.

Perhaps the best method to indicate the specification of

activities is by hypothetical example.

Assume that one is attem pt

ing to identify the activities involved in the recreati on subarea

of physical development.

In the System Developnent Corporation

model the recreation suba.rea is termed " PAR.OS" for Parks and

· · ·
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Recreation, Open Space.

An urban planner might want to know the

answers to the following questionss

What conditions exist now ?

What conditions will exist at some given time in the future ?

What

is the best course of action to insure that these conditions are
adequately treated ?
To answer these questions for activity spe�ification, a
standard language must be developed.

For use in the hypothetical

example, this author has devised a starrlard set of operators.
operator is simply an action word, i.e. , a verb.

The

For ex.ample, the

word "estimate" is an operator. The remainder of the activity
title would _be an operand, e.g., population level.
then, would be "estimate population level."

The activity,

The standard operators

and their definitions are :
1. Acquire- to obtain the necessary data which are
available from other sources.
2.
3.

Collect- to obtain primacy data.

E stimate- to project or forecast some condition in the

future based upon primary data collection.
4.

Determine- to make a decision based upon information

5.

Organize- to assemble information in ,some logical orde�.

inpu�s.
6,

7.

Correct- to alleviate some undesirable condition.·
Approve- t· o concur with some particular course . of action.·

Thes_e operators can be r8'presented by the ,third, di �it of' the.

activi ty number.

The first two digits of the activity · number
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represent the subarea under considerat_ion, e. g. , recreation might
be _ specified as ''09" ( see PAROS in Figure 8, pa. ge 6 5).

The fourth

and fifth digits of the activity number would represent a sequen

tial li sting . of the activities within the subarea, beginning with

10 and ending with 99.

For example, the activity number 09111

might be entitled "Acquire recreation facility data" where 09
represents the recreation subarea, 1 denotes the operator acquire,
and 11 represents the second activ ity within that subar�, namely,
recreation facility data .

I

Appendix A, Activity Planning Data, utilizes the following
format to specify the activities involved in the hypothetical
PERT network to be constructed shortly, activity number, activity
title, operation, duration, constraint, and description.

Before

attempting to construct a PERT network, the data must be known.
Just the determination of such data would help the planner
immensely in the planning of a project, fo_r such an effort forces

the planner to ask some very pertinent and penetrating questions
regarding the project.
The hypothetical PERT network for urban comprehensive
planning, recreation subarea, is shown in Figure 10.

The network

was constructed oy specifying certain information for each activ
ity, as shown in Appendix A, Activity Planning Data.

The con

straints listed for each activity have provided the necessary
information to construct the PERT" network.

.
The network indicates

· both the required and desired sequence of activities.

The
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activities, · as represented by activity number s, a.re indicated on
the lines, or arrows as they are sometimes called.

The events

are illustrated as nodes or circles and represent the start or
completion of an activity or combination of activities.

The PERT network time computations for the recr&ation

subare·a are specified in weeks, and are indicated.in parentheses.

The PERT statistical approach, mentioned earlier in this study,
·-

was not used because its inclusion would not add a significant

contribution.

However, the time estimates here could be viewed

as the estimated statistical mean time for activity duration to
give a decision-maker more precise information with which to make
decisions.

The critical path is indicated by the bold-faced lines

in this figure.
Table 5, Hypothetical Activity Time Status R eport, indicates
some of the information gleaned from the PERT network.

The columns

entitled predecessor event, successor event, activity number,
activity title, and activity duration are self-explanatory.

The

earliest start time (TE value) is the time required to complete

all of the activities of the preceding event.

The earliest com

h
pletion time is the TE value plus the duration time (t8 ) o f' te

activity.

The latest completion time is the TE value of the

succeeding event .

The latest start ti.me · of an activity is the

latest completion time les s the duration of' the activity.

Maximum

free slack or float is the access time allowed for an activity when
all of the preceding events are completed as early as po s sible, and
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all of the succeeding activities start as soon as possible.

Total

slack or float. is identical to free slack except all of the preced
ing events start as late as possible.

Total slack is very important

because it indicates the time that an activity can be delayed ' with

out delaying the overall pro ject.

The critical i::ath column indi

cates to management the activities which are of key importance.

Any delay of these activities will delay the whole project.

Other

. activities not on the critical path may be delayed until they· too
become critical.

These definitions and other important definitions

are given in Apperxiix B, A Glossary of Terms.
The reporting format for the PERT network should be designed
giving consideration to electronic data processing (EDP) because of
the number of planning activities the planning project probably
will involve.
Small networks of up to 100 events, for example, can be
rapidly and economically handled by manual computation • • • •
Obviously, however, manual computation becomes increasingly
burdensome when the networks are larger and more complex, arrl
when more data are desired. For �his type of netw grk the aid
of a high-speed digital computer 1s most valuable.
For those who are not trained in the use of PERT, the
results of this hypothetical example are presented in Figure 11,
Hypothetical Schedule of Activities for Urban Comprehensive Plan
ning, Recreation Subarea.

This scheduling technique (Gantt Chart) ,

alth�ugh it presents valuable information concerning the start and�.
completion of activities, does not irxlicate which ' activities must
6Archibald arrl Villoria, op. cit. , PP•2 0 -2 1.
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be completed -. before other activities can start.

Moreover, the·

chart does · not irrlicate to management which activities .a re critical
to the whole project.
THE ECONOMIC AND MANAGEMENT
IMPLICATIONS OF PERT/
Throughout this study the management arrl economic implica
tions of PERT · have been mentioned in general terms.

Specific

implications of the recreation subarea network are not possible
because of the hypothetical nature of the example.

However,

selected basic assumptions can be made to demonstrate how the use
of this technique can in�ure better management and a more _ effective

allocation of resources.

These - assumptions are concerned primarily

with the impact of effective scheduling as a tool for . affecting
cost reduction.

Classical economics em}ilasizes the three resources of land,
labor, and capital.
management.

Recently, economists have added a fourth-

This author proposes a fifth resource--time.

In the

final analysis, as illustrated in this study, time becomes a
resource in some contexts.

The following situations will be hypothesized in conjunction .

· with the PERT network illustrated in Figure 10 • If any activity on
the critical path is delayed, it means that, unless this time is

ma.de up, the end event ·( number 16 ) , will be delayed •

If another

agency needs this particular input, they need to know the scheduled
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time of completion for their own planning purJX>ses.

A typical

occurrence is one wherein- management begins to _realize that com
pletion ofcertain activities is falling behind schedule.

There

is a tendency for management to "crash " all activities to get the
project back on schedule.

An examination of the PERT network would

· indicate that only activities on the critical path _need intensified
ef
f
ort.

When the planning process is spread over an extended time

period, the information obtained early in the project often becomes
outdated by the time the planning process is completed.

PERT tech- .

niques encourage time compression through a process of concurrency.
PERT also encourages a leveling process in which costs, as well as
valuable manpower, are spread evenly over a given time period.

The

technique can eliminate radical fluctuati ons in the funding of . pro
jects and the acquisition of skilled manpower.

especially in the area of opportunity costs.

PERT is effective

Funds are not appro

priated until they are needed ; conversely, it encourages the
availability of funds when they are needed and not before.

PERT,

then, encourages better ·management with the economic implications

· ofbetter ma.nagement--for example, economi c and technical efficiency.
But PERT is not a panacea .
ills.

It will not eliminate or cure management

Its primary attribute is not that it insures that things do

not go wrong but, rather, it insures that management is not sur-

prised when things do go wrong.

The importance of updating a PER1 network when the circumsta nces dictate, cannot be over-emphasized. Just as PERT can help
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management, it also can hinder it--perhaps even more than normally
would be the · case if it were not employed .

Therefore, reconstruction

of the network should be accomplished when deemed necessary.
The PERT technique is a valuable contribution to the planning

and control of large projects .

However, there is one deficiency

that it does not overcome; it does not identify who will accomplish
a given activity or task .

Use of the technique establishes the

activities necessary to accomplish a project.
pinpoint responsibility for the activities .

But, it does not
It assumes traditional

mana gement techniques will be used to assign the activities to ·t he
appropriate a encies or individuals .
THE LINEAR RESPONSIBILITY CHART (LRC)

One means of assuring activity assignment is the employmen�
of the Linear Responsibility Chart ( LRC).

The chart is , use_d to· ·

trace authority interrelationships in a particular unit engaged in
a project .

It i s a pictorial representation which reveals the

functional breakout of the work to be done and the interrelation

ships between the functions and job positions. 7 T he IBC is based

upon the systems concept and is sometimes referred to as a matrix
organization because of the portrayal of tasks and responsibilities
in matrix format .

One author states that " • • • on one pocket-

sized chart it shows the facts buried in all the dusty organizational
7c leland and King, op . cit . , P• 201 .
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manuals--plus a lot more. " 8
Very little explanation is needed to understand the conc� pt
of the chart.

The tasks or activities are listed from the top to

the bottom of the chart.

The responsible elements of the organiza�

tion are listed . from left .to right across the top of the cha.rt.
The numbers within the resulting matrix are coded �n accordance
with the action these numbers denote.

The codification that is

appropriate is a function of the management decision-making pro
cess , i. e., the identification of responsibility patterns, communi
cation channels, coordination functions, etc.

This particular

approach proposes the LRC as an input-output model for organizational
direction of assigned activities.
T he primary reason for choosing the Linear R esponsibility
Chart in the planning context is that it meshes and reinforces the
PERT technique.

The activities within a project have already been

specified, but PERT fails to pinpoint the responsible organizational
positions.

The IRC identifies the people with the authority and

responsibility for particular tasks.
The attempt to integrate the IRC with the PERT technique
outside of an operational context would prove very difficult.
Initially, one is confronted with hypothetical activity data generated from the PERT network.

Because this study is conceptual in

nature, the specifications of job positions common to most cities
8

"Ma nning the Executive Setup," Business Week, April 6,
1 9 5 7, P• 89 .

I
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and the design of a workable codification system in this context,
would complicate .the technique unnecessarily.

Hence, the intention

here is to portray only a conceptual model which would indicate how
the I.RC would enhance the PERT technique.
Figure 12, Hypothetical Linear Responsibility Chart (IRC) ,
will be utilized to demonstrate the operation of t�is chart in
conjunction with selected activities from the hypothetical PERT
network, recreation subarea.

The codification system employed in

this example is as follows,
1. Actual responsibility
2.

Supervision

3.

Output notification

4.

Approval authority

5 . Coordination

The organizational hierarchy of a city government, as perceived by
this writer, is listed across the top of the matrix.

Some of the

hypothetical activities from the PERT network are listed on the
left.

The resultant interaction indicated in this matrix, is

gleaned from this writer's conceptualization of the nature of the
activities and appropriate organizations which might exi st in a
typical urban area.

The assumptions concerning the appropriate activities and

job/task relationships are the major limitations in this pa_rticula� research phase.

Linea r
However, from a conceptual viewpo�nt,_ the
,
.

Res ponsibility Chart offers a favorable method to insure activity
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assignment within the context of the urban comprehensive planning
environment •. Further investigation involving an operatio�l

urban comprehensive planning program is the only real way to verify
the effectiveness of the IBC technique .

PLANNING-PROGRAMMING-BUOOETING SYSTEM ( PPBS )
The ·PPB system has been depicted as a multitude of techniques,

including PERT, which originated within the Department o f Defense,
and which has been advanced as a feasible system applicable to the

urban comprehens�ve planning process, PERT, by itself, is an incom
plete system,

The activities within a PERT 1network merely spec�fy

a schedule, but neither the activities which · should be accomplished

nor the ordering of prioritie s is determined by this technique·,

Planning-Programming-Budge�in� System ( PPBS) aids in this additional

requirement,
The basic establishment of policy in the federal budgeting
process rests with the various branches of the Federal Government-
·.• ··

the _ representatives of these branches being responsible for carryi�
out the will of the majority.

It is assumed that these administrators

are carrying out the will of the people, i,e,, reflecting the value
judgments and priorities of the majority,

At the local level of government these same princip les are

assumed to be operative in regard to the afore-mentioned po licy,

Regarding priorities, penetrating questions can be asked in relation

to urb an comprehensive planning problems,

For example, what

leve l
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of education

s hould

be provided to the children of a given community?

The an swer to thi s que stion might be relatively simple were it not
for

s carce

re s ources, i.e. , capital that must be rationed. to oth er

activitie s which also are de serving of a portion of the taxpayer's
· dollar.

The focal point of the following discu s sion, then, is the

rationing of capital resources over time among the various activitie s
involved in the operation of an urban entity.
An analysi s · of capital rationing for sel ected activities
involve s

s everal

concepts. · Initially, an effort must be ma.de to

discover the current level and nature of capital budgeting .

Thi s

endeavor conceivably could involve a detailed examination of the
planning and operational management function s of the entire urban
complex .

For example , the budgetary process for each of the - city·

divisions must be examined.
be determined ,

Next, standards for the future must

Statistical estimates for future growth encompa s s ing

population projections, community goals, etc . are neces s ary.

Finally ,

when the s e activities are accomplished, the alternative methods to

reach the pre-established goals must be examined.

The alternative means for reaching objective s invariably
involve both economic and

s ocial

costs ,

Here , the alternative that

cost s the mo s t, assuming a1ir output approach, may not be the best
s election ,

Conversely, the alternative that costs the lea s t, a s sum

ing an input . approach , may not be the best selection,

To

s olve

problem, co st-benefit and cost effectivene s s technique s are

thi s

utilized �

Whe n adequate planning ha s been completed, attent ion
to be focused upon the progra mmi ng portion of PPBS.

needs

Progra mming

is concerned with the implementa tion of plans within _the organ iz a
t ional context.
a

As stated previously, many projects

a re

of such

nature that progra mmi n g with in the orga niza t ional structure often

cuts

a cross

administrative and departmental lines.

The earlier

treatment of systems mana gement has indicated the d i fference between

traditional . mana gement patterns and project manageme nt. •

The budgetin g phase of the PPB system has fostered a revolu

tionary

a pproach

to trad itional

the terms budgeting a nd

a ccounting .

a ccounting

- systems.

Historically,

have been synonymous.

"But

government account ing systems have been largely designed to check
on the honesty of officials and to limit their exerc i se of discre

tion. " 9 Today, both government

and

industry i ncreasingly

of the importance of cost information as well

as

aware

a re

benef i t information.

The budget ing portion of PPBS is desig ned to eliminate the: con
dit ions of either having too little or too much _ fundin g duri ng
any given period of time.

The Multi-yea r Program and Financi al Plan ( PFP) and the

Program Memorandum ( PM ) are the two basic output documents
federal PPB .system.

in

the

The PFP is submitted on a n annual basis . and

covers the period of time, usually several years, as determined by
9David r . Clelend and William R. King, S stems, Organiz a
t
t ions Anal sis Mana eme nt: A Book of Readi n s New York: McGrawHi ll Book Compa ny, 1 9 9 , P • 1 75 1
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the nature of the organ ization' s object ive s and · particular · opera
It _implie s that the co st s and benefit s are

tion s .

year-by-year bas is .

The PM

s upport s

s pecified

on a

the conclu·s ions and .· recom-

mend:ation s reached in the PFP ,. i. e. , the PM ju s tif�es . the PFP.
In any complex and expen s ive project , there mu s t he · a

' f
.

sy s tem to cope with change.

!

l..
. ...,

Provi s ion s mu s t be �de frir addit�ons ,: · ·· _. ·. ·

deletion s , and modificat ions that are deemed nece s s ary.

Tradi

t i onal budgeting cycles have the effect of holding up pro gramming

· dec is ion s until period ic budget review s. 1 0 The Pro gram Change
Propo s al

s y s tem

( PCP) provides a mean s for continuou sly revi s ing

pro gramming and budget ing decis ions,
The Planning-Programming-Budgeting System of the Federal
Government is the best current guide for local governments regarding
the implementat i on of thi s
sy s tem,

s y s tem,

Although

i t is

not a perfect

at least it focuses management' s attention on

s ome

of the

The relation ship

r�levant problems facing local government s .

between PPBS and the urban comprehen s ive planning program formulated
in th i s

s tudy

Thi s

will be di s cussed briefly.
s tudy

I

has indicated how the "planning for a plan"

approach can be a valuable tool for the . formulation of an urban

comprehen sive planning pro gram.

Howev er. the

s ubject

of what to do .

with the plan s once they have been formulated i s anoth er matter.
1 ODavid Novick ( ed. ) ,· Program Budgeting s Program Analy s is
and · the Federa l Government (Ca mbridge , Mas s achu s ett s s Hai:-vard
U niversity Pre ss , 1965) , P • 99.

. .
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The planning methodology in this study has indicated the needs of
an urban area, but has not ·provided the framework to implement this.

change, i. e., the plans have been formulated, but the d e tails of
execution have not been devised.

The PPB system provide s a highly

desirable method for plan execution.

The system model ? f the urban area, the w�rk breakdown · .

structure, can be extended to prov ide a basis for the PPB system.
The resources used in the selected programs become the. first group
of el e ments ( the inputs) .

The plans for the various subsystems,

as de termined on the previous discussion on PERT, become programs
to be executed in the future (the outputs).

The th ird element in•

our PPBS model is time.
Figure 1 3, The Planning-Programmin�-Budgeting System ( PPBS)
Process, illustrates the logic behind the PPB system.

A g iven

block in this figure represents the expenditure of a resource for
a given program during a particular time period.

This a pproach

provides for the time-phasing of projects to provide maximum
benefit for the community.

Such a scheme discourages year-by-year

patch work in urban development.

The end result is a more orderly

development of a city at a lower overall cost, hence, cost
effectiveness.

Incidentally, by speci fying the activities for physical

dev elopment, PERT �an again be utilized as a control te chnique
for the PPBS process.
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Figure 1 3
The Planning-Programming-Budgeting System (PPBS)
Process (Source : Cleland and King, Systems
Analysis and Project
Management )
SUMMARY -

Before a PERT network can be designed, a model of the appro
priate system mus t be conceptualized.

Tra4itiona.lly, the model of

the system used in network design has been the work breakdown
structure.

This is simply a view of the system and �t s component

parts or subsystems and their relations hips.

To accomplish the task
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of designing an urban model , the planning elements for urban develop
ment were identi fied, The model of the Denver Inter-County Re gional
Planning Commission constructed by System Development Corporation
was utilized for planning breakdown inputs .

A simplified model was

conceived as portraying conceptual interrelationships among factor·

inputs and developmental objectives, culminating in urban· comprehen-·
.

sive plans.

The utilizat ion of the urban comprehensive planning model ·
and theory is the basis for implementing a PERT networK fo� p�nning
and control of the urban complex.

The Activity Planning Data format

in Appendix A and the status report incorporated in the text estab
lishes the framework for a proposed PERT model at a conce ptual level.
Additionally, a hypothetical PERT network for illustrative applica
tion was constructed using the recreation subarea as an example.
The PERT network identifies the appropr�te activities and the

sche dule for the planning endeavor, but it does not identify authority

and responsibility for activity accomplishment .

The Linear Responsi

bility Chart which portrays the organization in matrix form, is

advanced as feasible to alleviate this deficiency in the PERT techniq ue,

A Gantt Chart is illustrated to show the schedule of activi1

ties of a proposed subarea.

Finally, the rJlationship of PERT to a

Planning-Programming-Budgeting System (PPBS) was investigated.

The final chapter is devoted to . the concl usions reach ed from

this research endeavor.

Chapter 5
CONCLUSIONS
The absence of a truly effective planning proces s for urban
physical development and the development of public services has
served as a guide for this research irquiry.

The realization that

cities are system s, more specifically open systems, suggests that
there never will be a perfect planning process.
,1

: . ..

There are just too

many exogenous variables that need to be considered,

This .does not ·

imply, however, that a more effective planning process should not
be pursued ,

On the contrary, a research undertaking that narrows

the gap between the desired level and the existing level of both
physical devel opment and public services, is considered to have
merit,
Modern scientific management has provided an ever-increasing
assemblage of techniques which are available for the application to
the solution of urban problems ,

The complexity of urban problems

r�quires the advancement of new techniques and ·methods for their
solution ,
obvious,

The implications for urban comprehensive planning are
Better techniques need to be developed if the ba sic

ob jective is to be rea lized.

The urban general plan, although a

very valuable policy-making device, exhibits certain short-comings
be-cause of both its long-range and general nature..

Some mathematical

model s, although very helpful , are still just estimates. · Program
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Evaluation Review Technique (PERT) is one technique which has been
advanced as feasible for urban comprehensive planning.

This descriptive study determines, on a conceptual level :.'

the· feasibility of utilizing the PERT technique and the Linear

Responsibility Chart (LRC) as a means of extending urban planning
Because of the conceptual rather than operational

technology.

nature of this study, final verification of this approach is not
possible.

However, the hypothetical models that are formulated do

provide a basis for furthering knowledge in the urban planning area .

Such a study has great value because a problem must be defined

.
adequately in descriptive terms before analytical operations can be
performed to solve the problem.
The conceptual approach employed in this undertaking involves
a "planning for a plan" approach.

This viewpoint is conceived with

the realization that, in an attempt to formulate a complex plan,
there must be some logical method for collecting data, specifying
alternatives, and ma.king decisions.

Briefly, the urban comprehensive

plan is perceived as a project which culminates in the need to plan
this project.

Hypotheses were not employed in this study because of the

descrip tive nature of the study.

Selected statements could neither

be affirmed nor rejected because there was not a basis for analytical
verificati on.

Research questio�s, serving as a guiding light, were

employed because sufficient information was not present from which to
draw hypotheses.
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The first ob_jective of this study was to conceptually
structure an urban comprehen sive planning model based upon the sys

tems concept. · Two research questions must be asked in regard to
this objecti ve.

First, are current urban planni_ng elements· reliable

and transferable to all urban areas ?

Second, how can systems

analys is techniques be employed to determine significant interrela- .

tionships between urban subsystems ?

The solutions advanced to

, answer. these questions were, respectively a (1) Certain general plah
ning ele�ents are appropriate fo_r all cities.

Howev�r ·,· some urban � . . · . \ .

areas require special emphasis on certain elements, e.g. , in indus-·

trial development where a few enterpri ses have considerable infl�ence
upon the urban economy.

(2) The work breakdown structure, a

necessary requisite of PERT, is used to identify interrela.tionships
between urban subsystems.
A model of the urban system, employing the work breakdown
structure, was devised by System Development Corporation in their
efforts on behalf of the Denver Inter-County Regional Planning
Commi ssion.

This model, analyzed to the fourth level of aggrega tion,

corresponds to the comprehensive planning elements formulated pre
viously by this same organization.

The model is questioned in this

study since the controllable and non-controllable varia.bles, which
usually influence urban development, were not considered in the
proper perspective on a conceptual level_ in the initial formulation
of the model.

· ·

Moreover, the designation of one major subsystem as

"Community Information" requires a more descriptive des\gnation, i. e. ,
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• "Socio-Economic Development."

This author proposes a simplif_ied

model to alleviate the difficulties involved ! in .the . basic conceptual
.
ization of the work breakdown structure as conceived by the System

Development Corporation.
The second ob jective of this study was to demonstrate the
feasibility of utilizing the PERT technique in the �evelopment of
comprehensive plans for urban resource allocation.

PERT techniques

can be employed in pro ject planning, scheduling, time estimation,
time/cost trade-offs, res�mrce allocation, and project contro· i. ·: In- '

this research endeavor, time was . proposed as a resource· because of
its impact on the planning of large and complex pro jec.ts, e, g , ,. ·

urban planning.

To realize the second objective and to affirm the third
research question, a subsystem of the urban area, the recreation
subarea, was selected.

Hypothetical data were created for the recrea

tion subarea to provide a basis for construction of the PERT network.

As previously stated, the activities for this network were formulated
using a " planning for a plan " approach.

denote plans for data acquisition.

For example, some activities

Other activities involve the

determination of the var ious properties of this data ,

cal data were analyzed using the PERT/Time technique ,

The hypotheti

However, this ·

study indicates that the employment of a complex PERT/Time/Cost/Man
power program could yield valuable results for extending urban plan-

ning technology.
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The economic and managerial implications of the hypothetical
' PERT network prima.i:-ily involved cost.

Cost implications could be

significant in an operational urban development program.

PERT estab

lishes relationships which can identify the influence of one activity
upon another activity.

For example, if the start of event B depended

· upon the completion of event A, then the responsibl� agency for the
activity comprising event B would need to know the status of the

activity comprising event A so that the resJX>nsible agency may commit
resources in an appropriate manner.

A leveling process also is possi

ble wherein mana gement can allocate activities over time allowing
costs to be distributed evenly over the entire project.
The third objective was to demonstrate the feasibility of

the Linear Responsibility Chart (I.RC) as a means of assuring activity
assignment.

The PERT technique identifies the interrelationships ,

establishes an effective schedule, and generates management status
reports;

however, the technique does not indicate the responsibility

and authority for performing the various activities.

The LRC was

advanced as an appropriate technique to alleviate this limitation.
This third objective was realized by applying the hypothetical data
on a conceptual basis, thus affirming the fourth research question
that the LRC can be applied with PERT for assuring activity assignment.

The LRC is a matrix-oriented description of an organization.

In this research endeavor, selected a ctivities from t�e hypothetical

PERT network were listed from the top of the chart to the bottom of
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the chart.

The appropriate city agencies, as perceived by this author,

were listed from left to right across the top of the chart.

A matrix

was created by indicating numbers within the body of the chart in
accordance with the codification system designating selected manage
ment operations.

Again, the hypothetical nature of the study pre

vented testing of this technique, although such a �echnique, at least

on a conceptu�l level, is feasible - according to preliminary indications.
The fourth objective wa s to indicate the relationship of PERT ·

to the Planning-Pro gramming-Budgeting System (PPBS) proces s.

PPBS,

in the urban planning context, emphasizes effective medium-range

_ planning for urban develo pment from a cost effectiveness viewpoint.
This planning process indicates the desirable projects.

After plan

ning the projects are programmed for developnent with due considera

tion to the constraints levied by the current urban situation.

The

budget for a particular year is devised in accordance with the pro
grammed schedule for these projects.
PPBS encourages a logical and systematic planning process for
urban development.

The process discourages the common tendency to

po stpone needed future improvements because of budgetary limitations.

It di scourages the " pa tch work" approach which currently i s prevalent
in many of our urban areas.

Moreover, funds are not appropriated for

projects until these funds actually ar e required.

Although the investigat�on of the application of PERT to

control the activities in the entire PPBS proce ss . was. not within t1'e
scope of this study, such an approach would probably yield very

96
satisfa ctory results .
The urban comprehensive planning process is an integral
part of the management of urban areas.

Cities must co�tinually cope

with the problem of obtaining the funds for· tha necessary - development
of the urban complex.

But cities also must have the capability to

determine both the need for improvements · and the prior?-ty · :o.f these
improvements.

Hopefully, cities· will employ many of the available .

scientific management techniques such as PERT, PPBS, and the IBC,
to advance technology in this area.
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APPENDIX A
ACI'IvrrY PLANNil G DATA

1 03

1 04

Activity numbe� s
Activity title s
Operations
·
Duration,
Constraint s
Descriptions

091 10
Pollution/waste data
Acquire
8 weeks
Design of data acquisition procedure
Data relating to the extent of waste
within the existing reoreation areas
determined , especially data relative
pollution. Information on pollution
should indicate the magnitude or the

ard litter
should be
to water
and waste
problem.

Activity numbers 0911 1
Activity title , Recreation facility data
Operation,
Acquire
Duration,
10 weeks
· ·oesign of data acquisition procedure
Constraint a
The number , location, type , capacity , an::i other
Description a
pertinent oharacteristics or existing recreation
facilities must be acquired . A breakdown or ·
statistics relating to the use of these facilities
would prove beneficial . Such data as participating
age groups , tourist versus resident use would
provide insight into the nature and use or these
facilities .
Activity number ,
Activity title s
Operations
Durations
Constraint a
Description a

091 12
Transportation data
Acquire
4 weeks
Design of data acquisition procedure
The activity would only consider the vehi.cular
transportation necessary for direct acces s to
recreation areas . Statistics on physical char
acteristics of roads , ·1. e . , location, type or
paving , length , width , co:rxlition, etc . must be
accumulated. Data on parking facilities also
must be acquired.

Activity number s
Activity title s
Operation a
Duration s
Constraint s
Description a

091 1 3
Tourism data
Acquire
9 weeks
Design of data acquisition procedure
The obje ctive of this activity is to determine
bas on acy
the extent of impact that tourism unt
or money
amo
the
,
given recreation facility
etc , must
,
tion
opera
its
that they contribute to
be obtained .
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Activity number s
Activity t1Ue a
Operations
Durations
Constraint s
Description a

Activity number s
Activity title s
Operation a
Duration,
Constraint s
Description,

091 14
Water resource data
Acq�
6 weeks
Design of data acquisition procedure
Because water plays such an active role in most
recreation programs , an inventory of this re
source is hig� desirable . Information relating
to ca.pa.city as well as measures of suitabillty to
particular types of recreation is necessary .
:.
Special emphasis should be placed upon water
resources which are not being utilized to their '
full potential .
091 15

Financial resource data
Acquire
8 weeks
Design of data acquisition procedure
Funds appropriated for recreation activities
could possibly ba unused due to inadequate plan
ning or an oversight. This activity would not
involve the projection of needs , but rather an
inventory of available rums and the purpose for
which they are programmed .

Activity number ,
Activity title s
Operations
Durations
Constraint s
Description,

091 1 6
Private recreation data
Acquire
12 weeks
Design or data acquisition procedure
Data on the level or private recreation facilities
must be obtained in order to indicate . the rela
tionship between it and the public sector . This
data should indicate the mix of private versus
public facilities regarding the particular type
of recreation available.

Activity number ,
Activity title s
Operation ,
Duration s
Constraint a
Description a

0911?
Land use data
Acquire
8 weeks
Design of data acquisition procedure
r
Since there is a strong interact ion between othe
,
)
industrial
,
ial
lalXl uses ( commercial , resident
the plans for . the next five years :must be acquired
lv
so that conflicts betwee n land uses . � be reso ed.

1 06
.

Activity number s
Activity tiUe 1
Programs d&ta
Operation ,
Duration ,
-e lrn
Constraint :
De ign oi" d.u-ta ac�uis:t tio procedure
Description,
F d ., 1 a.id .. or var" c,us 1rban planning purpos s
is .- v ·' :bbl • Ba u e n; s ,I!.. cities are short on
f'tll--id s , it beho�-:;vc,s the to ob -:,, in as muoh Federai'
aid as pvssibla . Thera�Oi"e data must be acquired
regarding tha availability of funds for recreation
PJi"pos a and the procedures for obtaining these ·
funds .
Activity number &
Activity tiUe a
Operation,
Duration:
Constrain ,
Description a

091 1 9
Non-local facility data
� cquir ·
5 · - eks
D s gn of <lats. acquisition p110 "edure
Becau. o of "',ho a ,tilability of federal , state , ar.d
in so,.-1a cnses , the unty recreation f'acilities ,
an inventozy is nececsary to p elude duplication ,
Additionally , t�a :L�ck of these facilities both
L, t.ype and location r;mst be determined so tha.t
step may be �ke to fu ill needs .

Activity number :
Activity titl
Opor tion s
Duration,
Constraint c
Descriptions

09120

Activity number s
Activity title s
Operation 1
Duration:
Constraint 1
Description,

.., ning ord · nanoe

/I{; ., i.li>- '-0
8 "i-:-eeks
Design of data acquisition pr c dure
The du '"at · on time of this ;-· otivity de pends upon
· t· e a,v.,.ihbility and. currency of local zoning
o iri.ances . Data must ba acquired on local regula
tions rrJgarding land use W'ltbin the oity boundaries .
Both p1 es ent z ning regulations as well as nticiobtained .
pated chA�ges 11mst
09210
I:1cozr..o data
Co '1.oct
20 weeks
Des1 Gn of data co,..lec+ ion p:ooedure
Po�• Ci!.pi!.a i:. con�e data � the region ·, should be
coll0 ctw to en�ble pl2..r ers to estimate future
sing inooma
�.r..c(>TTJ<h T; 1€• g ra,::� u;: l t:i"or.cl O.t. inc
ica.te
more
to
�
..
sea
would
�e
'?."'
.t
.
"
,
.,.;
�..,
,.
•., •1f.....l. ...L•:,., .,. •1\ A "-" ...,.. ...-. •11
be
will
rac:i..�er.. .,ior1 i"i.cilities
·"utu e • .
, - l� �

' '

' I
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Activity numbera
Activity title ,
Operation s
Durations
Constraint :
Desoriptiona

0921 1
Population data
Collect
20 weeks
Design or data collection procedure
This activity should be accomplished in con
junction with the collection or income c1ata . Da.ta
on the number of people an:l households by race ,
age distribution, and location, etc . should be
collected to determine the future impact on
recreation facilities .

Activity number s
Activity tit.J.e a
Operations
Durations
Constraint s
Description a

09212
Community goals data
Collect
l6 weeks
Design of data collection procedure
Community goals · data should be collected to as
certain the objectives or the residents of the
community . The data should indicate the prior�ties
relative to these objectives .

Activity numbers
Activity title s
Operation s
Durations
Constraj.nt a
Descriptions

09213

Leisure time data
Collect
16 weeks
Design of data collection procedure
Data shou1d be obtained to discover how people
an:l households spend their leisure time , arxi which
recreation facilities are utilized more than
others .

09214
Demam data
Collect
20 weeks
Desi gn of data collection procedures and the·
determinat ion of demand factors
• The collection of data to determine the demand
for recreation by type and cai:acity of the facility,
is an important prerequisite to establish future
demand . There are many high]3 technical pro
cedures used to determine this information which
is readil.J, available .

Activity number s
Activity tiUe 1
Operations
· Duration ,
Constraint s
Descriptions

Activity number s
Activity title s
Operation s
Duration,

0931 0 Income level
Estimate
7 weeks
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Constraint ,
Description,

Activit.y number ·1
Activity title ,
Operation ,
Durationi
Constraint s
Description a

Activity number s
Activity title s
Operation ,
Duration ,
Constraint ,
Description,

Collection of income data
Once the nature of current income levels has been
determined . a projection of the income level for
, the next five years is necessary . This will aid
planners in forecasting future recreation needs ,
It also will aid planners 1n determining the
financial resources which wi.11 be available for
the expansion of these facilities .
09J11
Population level
Estimate
7 weeks

Collection of population data
The population for the area should be estimated
for the next five years to determine the number
of people who will participate in recreation
activities . Such a projection , along with other
data . will enable planners to determine future
needs .
·09312

Recreation demand
Estiz: -: t
1 0 weei -.;)

Determination of demand factors and the collection
of demand data
Once factors that influence recreation demand are
determined and the appropriate data has · been
accumulated , the demand for the next five yea.rs
can be estimated . The information gleaned from
this task will indicate what the desires of the
residents or the community are in regard to the
types �f �acilities and the level or operations .

Activity number ,
Activity title s
Operation s
Du.ration ,
Constraint :
Description ,

09J1 J
Pollution control needs
Estimate
6 weeks
Collection of pollution/waste data
After data has been acquired on the extent of
waste , litter . and water pollution , the require-;.
ment s for the next five years can be developed to
control this problem.

Activity number ,
Activity title s
Operation a
Duration s

09J1 4
Recreation facility needs
Estimate
12 weeks ·

1 09
Constraint a
Description ,

Collection of recreation facility data
This task can be accomplished when data relating
to the inventory of existing fa cilitie s are
acquired and future demand has been projected .
The activity should indio*te the requirements tor
recreation facilities for.· the next five years .

Activity number a
Activity title ,
Operation :
Duration ,
Constraint a
Description a

0931 .5
Transportation needs
Estimate
1 0 weeks
Collection of transportation data
By acquiring data on direct vehicular access to
recreation areas as well as parking at these
facilities , information relating to the require
ments can be determined . Other information will
enable the planner to forecast tr•nsportation
needs for the next five years .

Activity number a
Activity title s
Operation s
Duration a
Constraint s
Description a

09316
Tourism level/needs
Estimate
1 0 weeks
Collection of tourism data
After acquiring tourism data, the planner can pro
ject the requirements to meet th• needs of tourists
for the next five years .
')

Activity number s
Activity title s
Operations
Durations
Constraint i
Description a

Activity number s
Activity tiUe a
Operations
Duration :
Constraint s
Description a

0931 7

Water resource needs
Estimate
7 weeks
Collec tion of water resource data
Beca use of the rieeds for coordina tion in the
public service area , this activity should be accom- ·
plished in a timely manner so that the information
can be passed to other agencie s for their action.
Wat er resource needs for recreation purpo ses
should be estimated for the next five years .
0931 8

Fina ncia l resource needs
Estimate
8 weeks
Collecti on of financial resource data
ted
Based upon projec ted needs , cost can be estimare
h
are
whic
rams
prog
on
for the various recreati
will
quired for the next five years . The data
the
proper
es
with
nci
age
te
provide the appropria

1 10
cost estimates for the projects required as
determined by demarxl . ·
Activity number ,
Activity title a
Operation ,
Duration s
Constraint s
Description s

09410
Acquisition procedures
Determine ·
4 weeks
Decision to start
This activity involves the design of a plan to
acquire data which is already in the possession
of other agencies , i .e . , secondary data . S ince
the information is already available and classi
fied , the only �oncern is to determine exactly
what information is needed and which agencies
possess the information .

Activity number s
Activity title ,
Operation :
Duration s
Constraint ,
Descriptions

0941 1
Present· deficiencies
Determine
20 weeks
Decision to start
This activity primarily concerns an examination
of the present managerial. and administrative
framework for the agencies involved in recreation .
The task is umertaken to identify problem areas
and present deficiencies which require correction
as soon as possible .

Activity number ,
Activity title s
Operations
Durations
Constraint s
Descriptions

09412
Models
Determine
4 weeks
Decision to start
The formulation of · mathematical and statisti cal
model s is necessary before collection am estimation
proces ses for primary data commences . S pecifically,
thes e models must specify the framework under which
income , population , community preferenc es , demand
and leisure time data will be collect ed and
estimated for a five year pr0je otion .

Activity number ,
Activity title s
Operation :
Durations
· Constraint ,
Descriptions

09413
Alternatives for correction
Determine
1 5 weeks
Determination· of pres ent defi ciencies
When the defic ienc ies and problems �r management
and administration in pres ent recreation operations
ves
have been identified , then methods or alternati
.
ed
to correct these conditions must be conaider
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Activity number s
Activity title :
Operation s
·
Duration:
Constraint s
·
Description :

0941 4
Demand factors
Determine
6 weeks
Formulation of statistical model
There are certain factors which obviously effect
the level of demarrl , these factors being popula
tion, income, etc . These factors have already been
identified and have been examined accordingly .
This activity determines the magnitude or strength
that these factors have upon the operation of
;.
recreation facilities . Additiona"lly, these .tasks
will determine some of the more subtle factors
which play an important part in demand estimation.

Activity number s
Activity title ,
Operation s
Durations
Constraint :
Des cription i

0941 5
Community goals
Determine
8 weeks
Collection of data on community goals and preferences
When primary data has been collected. on community
goals and preferences in relation to recreation
activities and the expansion of these a ctivities,
then efforts can be made to determine exactly
what people desire and the priorities they desire.

Activity number ,
Activity title s
Operation :
Duration,
Constraint a
Description a

Activity nU111ber 1
Activity title :
Operation ,
Durations
Constraint :
Description :

0941 6

Feasible alternatives
Determine
9 weeks
Collectio n of all pertinent data and a five y�ar
forecast of recreation requirements
The objective of this task is to determine the
feasible alternatives or methods that can be
utilized to accomplish projected needs based upon
estimated demand for recreation facilities , · The
financial constraints would indicate whethe r a
partic ular course of action is feasib le or not.
The forecast would be based on a five year time
period .
0941 7
Best resource combination
Determine
J weeks
Identification of feasible alternatives
When feas ible alternatives have been spec ifieda cost bene
along with appropriate cost data, then jective
or
ob
The
.
d
onne
fit analysis can be perf
tive.
alterna
best
the
e
rmin
this task is to dete
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Activity number s
Activity title a
Operation s
Duration,
Constraint s
Descriptions

0951 0

Acquired data
Organize
2 weeks
Acquisition of all secondary data
This activity merely involves the organization
of all secondary data in a presentable format.

Activity nllluber a
Activity tiUe a
Operation :
Duration ,
Constraint a
Description a

09610
Recreation needs data
Correct
12 weeks
Determination of -methods for correction
Once existing deficiencies and problem areas have
been identified , methods designed to correct them
can be implemented . The slack time allotted to
this activity will enable management to monitor
the progress or the remedial action before final
results are published .

Activity number s
Activity title :
Operation s
Duration :
Constraint :

09710
Recreation s tudy results
Approve
2 weeks
Completion of all recreation activities
This activity represents the final step in the re
creation comprehensive planning process . Prior
activities have concerned the identification and
correction or existing deficiencies , the inventory
activities related to recreation, tha five year
forecasts for recreation facility requirements
based upon demand , and the performance or a cost
benafit analysis to indicate the best alternative
to accomplish these objectives . The a ctivity in
volves approval and publication of the five year
comprehensive plan for recreation tacilit�es .

Description s

l.

APPENDIX B
A GIDSSARY OF TERMS ( SOURCE : ARCHIBALD
AND VILLORIA , NETWORK-BASED
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
(PERT/CPM)
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Activity
An element of a project represented on a netwo�k by an
arrow. An activity cannot be started until the event preceding
it has occurred. An activity may represent:
· a process
a task
a procurement cycle
waiting time
In addition, an activity may simply repi-esent a connection or
interdependency between two events on a networ�.
Activity description

Definition of an activity which is identified by the pre
decessor and successor events.

Activity slack
The difference in time between the earliest completion time
or date , ( EEC) and the latest completion time or date, (LAC)
for a given activity. The activity slack indicates the range
of times within which an activity can be scheduled for com�
pletion. When the E�C for an activity is later than · the LAC,
the activity is said to have negative slack; either the current
activities or subsequent activities must be replanned or the
project schE..dule will slip. When the LAC for an �ctivity i.s
later than the EEC, the activity is said to have positive slack,
which indicates that additional time is available for performing
the activity without causing the project schedule to slip.
Activity start date

The expected calendar start date of the a ctivity, based upon
the expected occurrence (TE) of the predecessor event.

Activity time

The estimate of the required time to complet e an activity,
Activity times are represented as,
Most likely time estimates ,
Optimistic time estimates (used only with the three time
estima te concept) .
Pessimistic time estimates (used only with the three
time estimate concept).

Actual completion date

leted.
The calendar date the activity is actually comp
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Aggre gation level
Aggregation is the assemblage of common parts. Hence,· the
aggregation level would indicate the assemblage or subsystems
at the same degree of detail.
Activity-on-arrow diagram
An early CPM term for network.
Ba ck:ward pass

The reverse ( left to right) computation of the latest allow
able �te ( TL) for each event and/or activity on the network ,
starting witn the end event.

Beta time
Expected ( or estimated) time ( te ) for an activity when three
time estimates are used, calculated by the following formula :
a + 4m + b
te _
6
.
a = optimistic time estimate.
m = most likely time estimate.
b = pessimistic time estimate.
Budge t

The planned expenditures and commitments by time periods .

Burst point

Single events which have several activities succeeding them.

Constraint

A relationship of an event to a succee ding acti vity in which
the activity may not start until the event preceding it has
occurred. The term "constrai nt" is also used to indicate a
relationship of an activity to a succeeding event in which the
event cannot occur until all activities prece ding it have been
completed. A zero-time activity.

Critical pa.th

take s the great
The sequence of events and activi � ies which grea test nega
the
has
h
whic
arrl
lete
est amount of time to comp
tive ( or least positive) act ivity slac k.
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Dummy activity
This is a network activity which represents a co nstraint '
.
i.e
., th e dependency of a successor event on a predecessor ·
e,rent , but which does not have activity time, manpower, budget,
or other resources asso ciated with it. A dummy activity is
represented on the network by a broke n line.

E arliest expected time , or date, (T )- ( EEC)
E

The earliest time 01· date an event can be .expected to
o cc� : The TE value for a given event or the • EEC value for an
activity is equal to the sum of the expecte.d times ( t ·) for the
activities on the longest pa.th from the beginni ng of !he project
to the . given event or activity.

Event
A specific definable accomplishment in a given pro ject plan,
recognizable
at a parti cular instant in time • . E ven ts do not ·: .
·
consume time or resources, and are normally represented . in the
network by circles or rectangles (nodes) .
Event list
A form which lists all of the information concerning the
event, e. g. , title, time the event occurs, notes, revisions,
and changes. It is used as a catalog of events in support of
a network.

Event slack

The difference between the earliest expected time or date
( TE) and the la.te st allowable time or date (T1) for a giyen
event. Whe n the TE for an event �s later than the T1, the event
ha� negative slack. When the T1 is later than the TE ! the event
has positive slack. When TE an:l T1 are equal, there 1.s zero
slack.

E xpected (estimat ed time) te

The expected time for completing an activity : �en using
. a statistically
the three time estimate method, the te 1.s
weighted average time for an activity, i�corporatin � the o �timis
_
tic (a) , most likely (m), and the pessJ.mJ.stic
(b) time estimates.

Float or Slack

Total float is the •s pare time available when all preceding
activities occur at the earliest possible times and all

1 1 .7
succeeding activities occur at th e latest possible times. Free
float _ i ? th e spare time available wh en all of th e preceding
activities start at th e earliest possible times arrl all succeeding activities occur at the earliest possible times. Independent
float is the s pare time available wh en all of th e preceding
activities occur at the latest possible times and all of the
succeeding activities occur at th e earliest possible times.

Forward pass

T h e forward (left to right ) computations of th e earliest
expe'cted time or date for each event (T E) and/or activity (EEC)
on the network , starting with th e first event.
Flow ch art
A network display of a system or subsystem.
Integration
A subdivision of th e work breakdown structure re presenting
work directly connected with the process l of inte.grating th e
ma jor subassemblies or subsystems into th e next h igh est assembly.
Integration also refers to th e consolidation of two or more
subnets representing portions of th e total task into major ·
consolidated networks.
Interdependency

Th e dependency of one event upon anoth er , eith er withi n th e
same network or between two different networks.

Interface data

An event in a network which is also functional in one or
more associated networks of th e master network.

Latest allowable time or date (TL )
Th e latest time or date upon which an event can occur with
out creating an unexpected delay in th e completion of th e project.
Th e T val ue for a given event or the LAC for an activity is
calculate&. by subtract�ng the sum of th e expected times ( t )
for th e activities on the longest path from th e given even! to
th e end event of th e project , from th e latest allowable date for
completing th e project. Th e _ T L for th e errl event of th e project .
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is equal to the directed date (T D ) of the project. If a directed
date is not specified, the TL _ TE for the end event .

Looping

Looping causes a backward or right-to-left flow on the net
work which creates an endless circ_le or loop among events, and
is therefore not allowed,
Merge point
An event which is a terminal point for several preceding
activities.
Milestone
A key or major event in a project based upon planned network
accomplishment rather than a fixed time interval. Milestones
are used to provide positive reporting points for effective
manaeement control. Interfaces are normally considered milestones.
Most critical slack
The worst ( least algebraic) slack with respect to the
designated program or project end-points for any of the activi
t ies on a network.
Most likely time estimate (m)
The time which is estimated that the activity will require
to complete, assuming that planned resources are available, an:i
all phases of the operation run normally, with only the usual
obstacles.
Ne gative slack

A condition in which the earliest expected time or date (TE)
for an event is later than the latest allowable time or date
( T1) for the event, or in which the earliest completion time or
da.te ( EEC) for an activity is later than the latest completion
time or date LAC for an activity.

Network

A flow plan for all the activities and events that must be
accomplished to reach the project objectives, graphically depict
ing the planned sequences in which they are to be _ accomplished
and their interdepe ndencies arrl interrelationships �
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Subnetwork
A division of a ma jor network . Interrelationships between
ma jor subnetworks for consolidation or integration into the
major network are maintained by common interface events.
Subsystem
The ma jor items of hardware making up the total system.
Subsystems may occur at several work breakdown structure levels.

Successor event

The ending event for an activity.
Work breakdown st ucture
The progressive breakdown of the project end item into
· smaller and smaller increments, to the lowest pract ical le.Vel
to which PERT /Cost is to be applied. The work breakdown structure
graphically depicts the summary cost categories applicable to
each major subassembly or the subsystem.
Zero cost activity
An activity that represents a relationship of precedence or
dependence but which does not generate direct project costs.
A zero cost activity is normally represented by a broken line
on the network. ( See dummy activity )
Zero slack

A condition when
an event is equal to
for an event o r when
an activity is equal

the latest allowable time or date ( TL) for
the the earliest expecte d time or da�e ( TE)
the latest completion time or date LAC for
to the earliest completion time or date EEC.

